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Abstract

Despite decades of extensive control, measles remains a major contributor to vaccine-preventable childhood death. As such, measles is an important target for global eradication. Global eradication comprises two parts; achieving local elimination, and maintaining local elimination while elimination is achieved elsewhere. This dissertation focuses on the post-measles elimination context, which requires high levels of population immunity to be maintained via a carefully considered vaccine policy. Vaccine policies for measles typically contain combinations of two basic vaccine strategies; routine immunization and supplemental immunization activities (SIAs). Routine immunization consists of one or more doses administered to children at specified target ages. SIAs are campaigns that typically take place over a wide geographic area, where all children within a specified target age range are vaccinated within a relatively short time. In my work I examine the interaction of human demographic structure, maternal immunity, and three health system factors (coverage, age targets, and correlation between populations receiving each dose) on the effectiveness of a vaccine strategy for the maintenance of measles elimination.

I find that, regardless of health system aspects, maternal immunity and age structure can interact so that measles elimination is impossible to maintain with a single dose routine immunization strategy. When a second dose is added, the maximum level of population immunity maintainable in a population still depends on demographic structure, but age target selection can ensure that measles elimination is sustained. The optimal age target for each of two doses of routine immunization depends on the coverage of the other dose as well as on demographic structure. Low correlation between the populations receiving each dose increases the proportion
of the population that receives at least one dose, thereby increasing population immunity, at the cost of increasing the rate of primary vaccine failure. The effect of correlation may outweigh the effects of age structure and changing coverage in a variety of real contexts. The dependence of population immunity on the correlation between doses also arises when SIAs are administered in conjunction with the second routine dose. Whether or not the second dose contributes more to population immunity than SIAs depends, not just on the coverage of all doses, but also on their correlation. While population immunity is important for maintaining elimination, optimal age target selection depends on a carefully specified objective; the optimal age targets to minimize the incidence or mortality of a reintroduction outbreak are different.

I conclude with a synthesis of my research in the context of previous measles work. Overall, I show that, while coverage is essential, human demography, maternal immunity, and other aspects of the health system (coverage, age targets and correlation) also have significant effects on population immunity, and hence the maintenance of measles elimination.
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Figure 2.1: Two sample age distributions of immunity within a population. The dark grey region is the portion still maternally immune, the pale grey region is the vaccinated proportion and the hatched region is the proportion that remains susceptible. The x-axis is shown on a log scale, so the total hatched regions in a) and b) are of similar area. In a), the vaccine is administered too late, and too many infants remain susceptible. In b), the vaccine is administered too early, so too few doses are effective. Both of these figures use a developing population age structure assuming 6 month maternal immunity.

Figure 2.2: a) and b) Maintainable population immunity for maternal immunity waning at 6 and 3 months, respectively, in a region with a developing age structure. c) and d) Maintainable population immunity for maternal immunity waning at 6 months and 3 months, respectively, in a region with developed age structure. Strategies that meet the 95% threshold are shown in black, those that meet the 90% threshold are shown in grey.

Figure 2.3: a) The difference in population immunity due to differences in maternal immunity (i.e. the difference between 4 c and 4 d). b) Difference in population immunity for maternal immunity waning at 3 months between regions with a developed and developing age structure (i.e. the difference between 4 b and 4 d). Note that the target ages of vaccination which minimize the difference due to a difference in maternal immunity are where the difference due to a difference in age structure starts to increase.

Figure 2.4: The maintainable population immunity for a range of age structures. When $\alpha$ is 0, the age structure is the idealized developed one. When $\alpha$ is 1, the age structure is the idealized developing one. a) As the age structure shifts from developed to developing, the maximum maintainable proportion immune continuously declines. Notably, the proportion immune for long maternal immunity is lower than that for short maternal immunity, despite both being the specific maxima for that maternal immunity function. That is, the optimal vaccine policy for long maternal immunity is always less successful than the optimal for short maternal immunity. b) The achievable proportion immune when vaccinating at 12 months. With a developed age structure and short maternal immunity, this is a successful vaccine policy. However, as the age structure shifts towards the purely developing one, the success of the vaccine policy continually declines. With long maternal immunity, maintainable immunity is similarly low everywhere, but still worse on a developing age structure.

Figure 2.5: These panels show the immunity gap – that is, the difference between vaccine coverage and population immunity – for a variety of target ages and coverages. Here we are comparing these vaccine schedules in a developing population with 3 month maternal immunity. a) At high coverage, all of these vaccine schedules could achieve herd immunity. However, as maternal immunity
is less significant at older ages, it has a different effect on the immunity gap between the different ages. Notably, the immunity gap line when vaccinating at the youngest age with high coverage is significantly curved. b) Focusing on the immunity gap at coverages that might be maintained in regions with measles elimination, it is clear that 12 months is the best age to vaccinate at all of these coverages in a region with this age structure and maternal immunity decay. However, whether it would be better to miss the target age by vaccinating a little too young (10 months) or a little too old (14 months) depends on coverage, with vaccinating younger ages still being worse at high coverages……. 35

Figure 3.1: The optimal ages in months (shown by the contours), and maintained proportional susceptibility (shown by the color scale) for a range of first and second dose coverages, varying independently, in a population with idealized developing age structure. A) The optimal age for the first dose. Notably, the optimal age of the first dose depends heavily on the coverage of the second dose. B) The optimal age for the second dose. Notably, the optimal age of the second dose depends heavily on the coverage of the first dose…………..57
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Measles is a highly lethal childhood infection caused by a morbillivirus, and remains a major contributor to global childhood mortality (Simons et al. 2012) despite decades of control efforts (Henao-Restrepo et al. 2005). As such, it remains a major target for global eradication (Keegan et al. 2011, Perry et al. 2014) - that is, the reduction in the global prevalence of measles to zero. Global eradication comprises two parts: the elimination of measles in places where it persists and the maintenance of elimination in places where it does not (Andrews and Langmuir 1963). Maintenance of elimination is necessary to prevent re-invasion of measles into populations where local elimination has been attained. Only when local elimination has been attained everywhere will the ultimate objective of measles eradication be achieved (Dowdle 1998).

In order to maintain measles elimination, it is vital that we maximize the proportion of individuals in a population that is immune, so that we can maintain herd immunity. Herd immunity is maintained when a sufficient proportion of individuals are immune such that endemic transmission cannot be sustained. The herd immunity threshold for measles is conservatively estimated to be 95%, as it is $1 - 1/R_0$ (McLean and Anderson 1988), where $R_0$ is the number of secondary infections from a single infectious case, typically considered to be 14-18 for measles (Anderson and May 1982), with estimates ranging up to 20 (Anderson and May 1991). In order to maintain this high level of immunity, measles containing vaccine must be administered at very high coverage. This high threshold is even more difficult to achieve as the measles vaccine is not 100% effective; vaccines may fail due to interference from maternal antibodies (Saha et al. 1985, McLean and Anderson 1988), or through other causes, such as cold chain failure (Moss and Griffin 2006). Individuals born to immune mothers are born with an titer of trans-placentally acquired IgG antibodies that wanes over time. This titer may be lower or wane faster in infants born to mothers who were vaccinated (Zhao et al. 2010, Leuridan et al. 2010), as opposed to infants born to naturally immune mothers, but it is still present. Infants who retain a sufficient antibody titer at the time of vaccination cannot be successfully immunized – the vaccine will not be effective (Cutts et al. 1995, Gans et al. 2001).
To achieve high population immunity in the face of these issues, two doses of measles containing vaccine are administered in almost all countries, through varying combinations of two basic types of vaccination programs (Hall and Jolley 2011, Fields et al. 2013). The first is routine immunization, where individuals are vaccinated at specific age targets (WHO 2013). The second is supplemental immunization activities (SIAs), where all individuals within a specified age range over a wide geographical area are sought out and vaccinated within a relatively short period of time (WHO 2013). The purpose of the second dose, regardless of whether it is administered through routine immunizations or SIAs, is twofold; 1) to catch children for whom the first dose was not effective, and 2) to catch children who missed the first dose. SIAs are commonly considered superior to routine immunizations at achieving the second purpose, although they are logistically more difficult to conduct (WHO 2013).

In this dissertation, I consider the effects of population age structure, maternal immunity to measles, and three aspects of the health system on the performance of different combinations of these measles vaccination strategies in different contexts and under various objectives. The first aspect is coverage: the proportion of the target population that receives a dose of measles containing vaccine. The second aspect is age targets: at what age(s) children are recommended to receive doses of vaccine. The third is correlation: the overlap between subpopulations receiving each dose. All code used in this dissertation has been uploaded at Penn State’s institutional repository, ScholarSphere: https://scholarsphere.psu.edu/collections/sn009x90d.

In my second chapter (McKee et al. 2015), I consider the effect of age structure, maternal immunity, and the first two aspects of the health system, coverage and age targets, on the sustainability of measles elimination by a single dose routine immunization strategy. Here, I suggest that, in the disease-free setting, there is an upper limit on the age target for immunization that can maintain elimination, even at very high coverage. This upper limit is imposed by the age structure of the population. Furthermore, I show that, regardless of the age target chosen, the population immunity maintained by a single dose strategy is lower in populations with a “developing-country” age structure. In populations where children under five years of age make up a relatively large proportion of the population, a relatively large proportion of the population is susceptible before the age of vaccination. If vaccines are administered earlier to adjust for this proportion, then a smaller proportion of the vaccines will be effective due to maternal immunity.
As the vaccine is not 100% effective, coverage always exceeds population immunity; we call the difference “the immunity gap”.

In my third chapter (Chapter 3), I expand the single dose analysis to consider the effect of the same two aspects of the health system (coverage and age targets) on the level of population immunity maintained by a two dose routine immunization strategy in a variety of real contexts. Here, I show that the coverage of each dose affects the optimal age target for the second, and that lower coverage results in the optimal age for the second dose falling much closer to the optimal age of the first dose than it does with higher coverage. I show the relative population immunity for modeled optimal age targets compared to currently enacted age targets for a variety of American countries, using the reported age structures of these countries. I further show that the level of immunity maintained, even by optimal age target selection, is always less when a country has a greater proportion of children under the age of five years.

In my fourth chapter, I analyze the effects of age structure and the first and third aspects of the health system, specifically coverage and correlation, on the level of immunity maintained in a population using a two dose routine immunization strategy. The second dose of measles containing vaccine is administered with two purposes; to provide children who received the first dose but did not seroconvert a second chance to become immune, and to provide children who missed the first dose a second chance to receive at least one dose (WHO 2012). When correlation is high, the first purpose is met but not the second, while when correlation is low, both purposes are achieved. I find that, at a given coverage, high correlation between the populations receiving the first and second dose reduces the proportion of the population that receives at least one dose, thereby eroding herd immunity. Low correlation increases the proportion of the population that receives at least one dose, at the cost of decreasing the proportion of the population that receives both doses, thereby increasing population immunity at the cost of primary vaccine failure. The effect of correlation on the level of population immunity maintainable within a population given a specified coverage is similar in magnitude to the effect of age structure. I also find that high correlation reduces the impact of increasing coverage of the dose with lower coverage, which is the second dose in all of the World Health Organization’s 6 health regions.
In my fifth chapter, I analyze the effect of age structure and all three aspects of the health system on the performance of a two dose routine immunization strategy under a variety of objectives. Measles control objectives are usually stated as both an incidence reduction objective and a mortality reduction objective (Dowdle 1998, Perry et al. 2014). I consider these two objectives in two contexts; a disease free setting, where elimination is maintained, and a reintroduction outbreak setting, where the disease has reinvaded following temporary elimination. I first compare the two objectives in the disease free setting, by comparing age targets that maximize population immunity or maximize the proportion of children under five years of age that are immune. I then simulate disease introduction and the ensuing outbreak, and compare age targets that minimize either incidence or mortality. In this chapter, I find that the age targets to minimize incidence are not always the same as the age targets to minimize mortality, and their similarity depends on both age structure and correlation. Clearly specified disease management objectives are essential.

In my sixth chapter, I analyze the effect of the first and third aspects, coverage and correlation, on the relative performance of routine immunizations and SIAs in maintaining high levels of population immunity. If the second dose is administered dependently to children who had the first dose, while SIAs are administered independently, a routine second dose must have much higher coverage than SIAs to outperform SIAs. This is true regardless of first dose coverage, although how much higher coverage of the second dose must be depends on first dose coverage. When assumptions about the correlation, both between the first and second dose and the first dose and SIAs, are relaxed, the level of coverage required for the routine second dose to outperform SIAs decreases. However, the routine second dose must be administered with lower correlation than SIAs in order for the routine second dose to outperform SIAs at lower coverage.

Finally, in my seventh chapter, I synthesize my results in the broader context of measles management, and suggest some directions for future research.
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Abstract

Measles was successfully eradicated in the Pan-American Health Region in 2002. However, maintenance of elimination in parts of Africa, Europe, the USA and other regions is proving difficult, despite apparently high vaccine coverage. This may be due to the different age structure in developed and developing populations, as well as to differences in the duration of maternal immunity. We explore the interaction between maternal immunity and age structure and quantify the resulting immunity gap between vaccine coverage and population immunity; we use this immunity gap as a novel metric of vaccine program success as it highlights the difference between actual and estimated immunity. We find that for some combinations of maternal immunity and age structure, the accepted herd immunity threshold is not maintainable with a single dose vaccine strategy for any combination of target age and coverage. In all cases, the herd immunity threshold is more difficult to maintain in a population with developing age structure. True population immunity is always improved if the target age at vaccination is chosen for the specific combination of maternal immunity and age structure.

Introduction

Great progress has been made towards worldwide measles eradication, yet it still remains an elusive objective, as endemic disease persists in some places, and is reintroduced to others where it was long absent. One aspect of the measles problem is maintenance of elimination; the disease
has begun to reemerge in places where it was thought to be eliminated. Measles was officially eliminated from the United States in 2000, and the Pan-American Health region (PAHO region) in 2002 (Castillo-Solorzano et al. 2011; CDC 2012), and, despite recent outbreaks, endemic transmission has not re-emerged. However, other countries have not been as successful at maintaining elimination. Europe has seen recent increases in transmission, despite promising improvements in the early 2000s (CDC 2011), including places like Germany (Roggendorf et al. 2010; van Treeck 2006) and France (Parent du Châtelet et al. 2010). Recent outbreaks have occurred in parts of southern Africa where measles was previously reduced near the point of elimination (Shibeshi et al. 2014). Additionally, despite the disease officially remaining eliminated in the United States, there have been recent outbreaks that cast doubt on the actual population immunity to measles in the US (Parker et al. 2006; Sugerman et al. 2010).

With measles, as with any other directly transmissible, immunizing infection, there is some threshold level of immunity in the population, called the herd immunity threshold, beyond which the disease cannot invade (Anderson et al. 1991). The goal of measles vaccination programs is to achieve and maintain a sufficiently large immunized population that this threshold will be met, and measles will be locally eradicated and unable to reinvade. The conventional wisdom for measles is that this threshold level of immunity is 90-95% (Hall and Jolley. 2011; Moss and Griffin 2006).

Measles vaccination programs since the 2002 PAHO elimination are typically composed of multiple strategies for vaccine distribution (Danet and Fermon 2013, Koehlmoos et al. 2011). Here we consider routine immunizations (RIs), in which children of specific ages are vaccinated during clinic visits (Bauch et al. 2009). RIs, in combination with other types of vaccination
campaigns, were used to effectively eradicate measles in the Americas by 2002 (Castillo-Solorzano et al. 2011). RIs are targeted at a specific age; the World Health Organization recommends measles vaccination between 9 and 12 months of age (WHO 2012).

Trans-placentally acquired maternal immunity temporarily protects infants born to immune mothers, but interferes with vaccine efficacy (Cutts et al. 1995; Gans et al. 2001). Vaccines administered before this maternal immunity wanes will be ineffective, but otherwise there is minimal disadvantage to vaccinating children as early as possible. Therefore, there is a window of susceptibility between the waning of maternal immunity and the average age of infection during which vaccination is likely to be effective and prophylactic in most children (McLean and Anderson 1988a; McLean and Anderson 1988b). The optimal age of vaccination will fall within this age window, where the lower end is determined by acquired maternal immunity (Moss and Griffin 2006; McLean and Anderson 1988a), and the upper end is classically considered to be determined by local disease incidence (McLean and Anderson 1988a).

There is uncertainty in the literature about when, on average, maternal immunity wanes in any specific population. Some evidence suggests that vaccine-derived maternal immunity wanes earlier than naturally-derived maternal immunity (that is, maternal immunity from women who have been infected with measles) (Leuridan et al. 2010), but the magnitude of this difference and the effect it may have on the optimal age at which to vaccinate is unclear. Additionally, the mother's health (Scott et al. 2005) as well as local nutrition and breast feeding practices have been shown to affect the rate of waning of maternal immunity and are difficult to know precisely (Cáceres et al. 2000). What limited evidence we have available suggests that the rate at which maternal immunity wanes varies from country to country (McLean and Anderson 1988b).
In places where measles is endemic, children may become infected and therefore become naturally resistant before the age at first vaccination. Thus, vaccines administered too late fail to prevent disease and may be considered as “wasted” doses – doses administered to a person already immune. It is classically understood that, as disease incidence declines, average age of infection increases (Roggendorf et al. 2010), thus increasing the upper age limit on the window of infant susceptibility. In these settings, a common policy is to increase the target age of routine immunizations so that a greater proportion of infants will have lost maternal immunity, and each dose is more likely to be more effective (Christie and Gay. 2011).

However, we have seen unexpected outbreaks in countries with what was thought to be good measles control, such as the 2009 epidemic in Burkina Faso (Kidd et al. 2012) and the 2010 epidemic in Malawi (Minetti et al. 2013). These countries had otherwise low disease incidence and high routine coverage. However, these unexpected epidemics indicate that despite the low measles incidence there was a substantial susceptible pool. The interaction between vaccine effectiveness, maternal immunity, and the chosen age target for routine immunization may have contributed to the rapid build-up of this susceptible pool and the underestimation of outbreak risk.

Differences in age structure could also contribute to observed differences in population immunity resulting from similarly targeted RIs. Notably, the proportion of the population in the Americas that is less than one year old is much smaller than the proportion of the African population that is less than one year old. As such, the number of children in the susceptible window in Africa will make up a relatively large proportion of the population and may suggest the need for a different target age for routine immunization. Consequently, the upper end of the infant susceptibility
window may also be determined by the age structure of the region, rather than solely by disease incidence. Importantly, if the target age of vaccination is not tailored to average local immunity and age structure, the proportion of infants no longer maternally immune but not yet vaccinated might be too large for herd immunity to be achievable (Fig. 2.1a). In essence, if more than 5% of the population is in the susceptible window between waning of maternal immunity and vaccination, a 95% population immunity level will be unachievable.

The existence of this window of susceptibility (Fig. 2.1) means that population immunity will always be less than or equal to routine immunization coverage in disease-free settings. That is, some doses are administered to infants who still retain their maternal antibodies, and some susceptible infants are not yet eligible for the vaccination. Thus, for any combination of age target, age distribution, and waning rate, we can characterize the immunity gap between coverage and population immunity; this immunity gap tells us the amount by which population immunity falls short of coverage.

In this paper we develop a discrete-time age structured population model for the distribution of immunity in a disease free population, and analyze the equilibrial states of this model. We analyze the size and distribution of the cross hatched regions in Figure 2.1, which show the proportion of the population not covered by either maternal immunity or vaccination. We use this analysis to assess the relative size and age-distribution of the susceptible population resulting from a variety of vaccine plans, specified by target age and coverage, and the effect of these plans on population immunity. We also calculate the immunity gap between population immunity and coverage for each of these vaccine plans. We then evaluate these vaccine plans (specific combinations of target vaccination age and planned coverage) for a range of age
distributions to quantify the impact of age structure on vaccine program success. We then suggest some methods for selecting among a range of vaccine plans where herd immunity is equally achievable or unachievable.

Methods
We developed an age-structured model for a human population, using 131 age classes. Age classes are monthly, up to 5 years old, and then are yearly until 75 years old, when we assume individuals are removed from the population. The relative size of these age classes is determined by a specified age structure. We explored two base age structures – a concave one, representing an idealized developed population, as in the United States, and a convex one, representing an idealized developing population, as in Sub-Saharan Africa (see Fig. A.1 in Appendix A). Throughout this paper, we use “developing” and “developed” to refer solely to the age structure of the region, not their economic development. We also consider the effect of a range of intermediate age structures, based on a weighted (α) average of these two base age structures.

Each of these age classes are then divided into one of three immune classes – maternally immune, susceptible, or vaccinated. In this study, we omit the naturally immune classes, as we conduct a steady state analysis under the assumption of long-term disease absence, as might be the case in most of the United States. We then quantify the relative size and age distribution of these classes, paying special attention to the susceptible class, as that is the class of interest for population immunity; the susceptible class can make up no more than 5% of the population if we are to maintain herd immunity.

To divide these age classes into the immune classes, we first calculate the proportion of individuals who are born with maternal immunity (Eqn. 1). Then, accounting for maternal
immunity waning at a specified rate, we calculate the proportion of individuals in each older age class. Once we know what proportion of individuals in each age class is maternally immune, we can calculate effective vaccine cover from a specified target age and coverage, given that maternally immune individuals cannot be successfully immunized. From there, we assume that the proportion of vaccinated individuals in each subsequent age class remains the same. We assume that the remainder of the population (that is, those not maternally immune or vaccinated) is susceptible.

Vaccines are administered at a given age, \( t \), with a given coverage, \( C \); this combination of specifications is termed the vaccine plan. The proportion that are successfully immunized is a proportion equal to the coverage, \( C \), of the proportion of individuals that are not maternally immune in the target age class, \( t \). We assume that these two proportions are independent, as a proportion of the vaccinated population is still maternally immune and so is vaccinated but does not achieve vaccine-derived immunity – that is, is not considered successfully vaccinated. Each subsequent age class has the same proportion of successfully vaccinated individuals as the first vaccinated age class, \( t \), but loses some immune individuals as maternal immunity continues to wane.

The probability that any individual is born with maternal immunity depends on the equilibrium state of a generational model. The probability that an individual is born maternally immune in generation \( T \), \( p_{MT} \), is equal to the probability that his/her mother was successfully vaccinated in the previous generation, \( V_{T-1} \). This, in turn, is dependent on the vaccine coverage, \( C \), and the probability that the mother was no longer maternally immune when the vaccine was administered at age \( t \), so that:
\[ p_{MT} = V_{T-1} = C \left( 1 - \left( \frac{\omega-1}{\omega} \right)^t p_{M(T-1)} \right) \]  \hspace{1cm} (1)

Here, \( \omega \) is the average age where maternal immunity wanes. Assuming that there has been no change in vaccine policy or maternal immunity between generations, the steady state proportion of infants born with maternal immunity, \( p_{M^*} \) (where \( p_{M^*} = p_{MT} = p_{M(T-1)} \)), is found by solving the resulting equation:

\[ p_{M^*} = C \left( 1 - \left( \frac{\omega-1}{\omega} \right)^t p_{M^*} \right) \]  \hspace{1cm} (2)

We find the steady state proportion of infants born with maternal immunity is \( \frac{C}{1 + C \left( \frac{\omega-1}{\omega} \right)^t} \).

Notably, this proportion goes up with coverage, but saturates at some level dependent on the average age of maternal immunity waning and the age at vaccination.

For each successive age class, we then find the proportion of individuals that remain maternally immune, based on one of two exponential decay functions with an average age of waning of either three or six months. We chose these average ages because most estimates in the literature fall within that range (Cáceres et al. 2000, Waaijenborg et al. 2013). That is, each successive age class has \( \frac{\omega-1}{\omega} \) times as many maternally immune individuals as the previous class, where \( \omega \) is either 3 or 6 (see Fig. A2 in Appendix A). Maternal immunity continues to wane in this way until the 5 year age class, when we assume that no individuals are maternally immune any longer.

The proportion of each age class left susceptible is simply the proportion neither maternally immune nor immunized. From this model, we have an age distribution of susceptibility, with different numbers of susceptible individuals in each age class. We first calculate the total
proportion immune achieved by any specific vaccine plan given by a target age and coverage. We then examine the resulting age distribution of susceptibility, and how that varies with coverage. We also examine the immunity gap between programmatic vaccine coverage and achieved population immunity, with the idea that this immunity gap might provide a means of discriminating between apparently equivalent vaccine plans. Finally, we assess the dependence of this vaccine program success on age structure, both in how age structure can affect the recommended vaccine plan, and how the success of a specific vaccine plan depends significantly on age structure alone.

Results

We first develop contours for the maintainable population immunity for a given age structure and maternal immunity duration, under a specific vaccine plan comprising of a specified target age (in months) and coverage (Fig. 2.2). For a developing age structure with maternal immunity waning at 6 months, the commonly quoted herd immunity threshold of 95% is unachievable, no matter when children are vaccinated and what coverage is achieved (Fig. 2.2a). However, if vaccination is targeted at the older age classes (12 + months) and achieves high coverage, then over 90% of the population will be immune. When maternal immunity in a developing age structure is assumed to wane at 3 months, the herd immunity threshold is achievable, but only for extraordinarily high coverage and over a limited age range for vaccination (Fig. 2.2b). Taking the difference between these two surfaces (Fig. 2.3a) shows that the average age at which maternal immunity wanes makes the largest difference in population immunity when vaccination happens at a young age and with high coverage. The general shape of this difference in response to waning maternal immunity is the same regardless of the underlying age structure.
In comparison, it is relatively easy to achieve the herd immunity threshold with a developed age structure. With maternal immunity waning at 6 months, the herd immunity threshold is achievable if vaccination occurs at an older age and with high coverage (Fig. 2.2c). Notably, this successful age range is strictly older than the age range successful in a developing region with maternal immunity waning at 3 months (Fig. 2.2b). If maternal immunity wanes at 3 months on average, then the herd immunity threshold is achievable with high coverage at a wide range of ages (Fig. 2.2d). Comparing the results from the developed and the developing age structures shows that the shape of the differences due to underlying population age structure (Fig. 2.3b) is similar no matter the rate at which maternal immunity wanes, although the maximum magnitude of the difference varies (the shape of the immunity gap between coverage and population immunity is not the same, as shown in Fig. A4 in Appendix A).

We quantify the impact of age structure on vaccine program success by considering a range of age structures, which are linear composites of the developing and developed age structures according to some weight, \( \alpha \). We use \( \alpha \) to represent the proportional weight of the developed age structure – for example, when \( \alpha \) is 0.25, this means that we took a weighted average of the two age structures, with a 25% weight on the developing age structure and a 75% weight on the developed age structure. When \( \alpha \) is zero, the age structure is precisely the developed age structure, and when \( \alpha \) is one, the age structure is precisely the developing age structure. We find that, even when vaccinating to achieve maximum population immunity given a specific age structure (Fig. 2.4a), the achieved population immunity continually decreases as the age structure becomes more and more similar to the purely developing one. With maternal immunity waning at 6 months, the 95% threshold is entirely unachievable once more than 60% of the age structure is of the developing form. The situation is even worse if the same vaccine plan (i.e. same
coverage and target age) is applied across all age structures, especially if the one that works best for the developing age structure is chosen (Fig. 2.4b).

Population immunity is always less than vaccine coverage (to see how they relate, see Fig. A3 in Appendix A), but the difference depends on the specific vaccine policy and population structure. We show the immunity gap for several target ages which are sufficient for herd immunity in a developing region, where the target age that minimizes the immunity gap changes depending on vaccine coverage (Fig. 2.5). Notably, the shape of these different curves changes depending on the target age of vaccination, as the source of the immunity gap (age structure or maternal immunity) changes depending on target age. This change in shape means that the target age that minimizes the immunity gap changes with respect to coverage. In Figure 2.5a, for coverages below around 67% (indicated by the lighter vertical line), it is best (in terms of minimizing the immunity gap) to vaccinate at 10 months of age, as low coverage will mean low levels of maternal immunity. For higher coverages, it is best to vaccinate at 12 months. At around 92% coverage – indicated by the darker vertical line in Figure 2.5a and the only vertical line in Figure 2.5b – the formerly optimal target age becomes dramatically worse due to the nonlinear interaction with maternal immunity, with the immunity gap exceeding that of all but the very oldest target ages.

**Discussion**

Our work shows that herd immunity may not be maintainable with a single dose routine vaccine plan, even administered optimally, depending on the specific age structure and maternal immunity of the region. Fortunately, strategies for the maintenance of measles elimination commonly include a second dose. However, even in the context of a second dose vaccine plan, it
does not make sense to administer the first dose of a two-dose vaccine strategy ineffectively, with the hope that the second dose will make up for failings in the first, especially if the result is a large susceptible population that is too young to be caught by a second dose vaccine strategy at all. Optimizing the first dose is beneficial in all cases. Our results suggest ways that we can maximize the impact of the first dose to improve population immunity by specifically targeting a vaccine program to the local context, specifically the demography and maternal immunity levels of the target population.

In principle, herd immunity is maintainable in all cases except when vaccinating in a population with a developing age structure and long maternal immunity (Fig. 2.2a). However, herd immunity is maintainable for a wider range of coverage and ages when vaccinating given a developed age structure (Fig. 2.2c,d). Notably, the range of target ages where herd immunity is maintainable in a developed region is much older than the age range where herd immunity is maintainable in a developing region, if it is achievable at all in a developing region.

With a developing age structure, where the average age is fairly young, more children fall below the age of first vaccination, and herd immunity is more difficult to maintain. It is especially difficult if the choice of vaccine plan is based on the recommended strategy for a developed age structure, where the average age is much older (Fig. 2.4b). This demonstrates the importance of context-dependent vaccination planning. Population immunity improves when a vaccine plan optimized to the local age structure and maternal immunity function is chosen (Fig. 2.4a), so that the difficulty imposed by the age structure is effectively minimized. Interestingly, the age at vaccination that maximizes population immunity in a developing region is often younger than that which maximizes immunity in a developed region. That is, the luxury to vaccinate older
individuals to minimize doses rendered ineffective by maternal immunity is affordable when vaccinating in a developed region, but age structure forces the vaccination of younger individuals when vaccinating in a developing region. Notably, reducing the age of first vaccination is a strategy not generally considered when making and implementing current vaccine policy.

Context-dependent vaccination planning may also be useful at a finer spatial scale. Vaccine program success in Africa is relatively patchy, with some countries having only sporadic outbreaks that suggest they are near eradication, while others still have regular seasonal outbreaks (Minetti et al. 2013; Ferrari et al. 2008). These regional differences in vaccine program success may be due to differences in logistic effectiveness, but are likely also impacted by the interaction of maternal immunity and age structure. Just as regions with developing age structures, such as Africa, are different from regions with developed age structures, such as the Americas, different regions within Africa are different from each other with regard to age structure and also, potentially, the duration of maternal immunity. A context-dependent management strategy that takes into account local patterns in immunity and age structure and evaluates their relative significance is necessary in this case.

We introduce a new measure of program success called the immunity gap, and examine the effect of changing target age or changing population age structure and maternal immunity on the relationship between coverage and the immunity gap. In some ways, the immunity gap represents “wasted” doses – that is, the difference between population vaccine coverage and population immunity achieved. Regardless of vaccine plan or population, the immunity gap always increases as coverage increases. This is, in some ways, a numerical representation of the “last mile” problem (Klepac et al. 2013) – as measles control improves, the cost per case
prevented increases. However, the way this the immunity gap scales with coverage varies depending on the source of the immunity gap.

If vaccines are administered too early (Fig. 2.5), the immunity gap varies non-linearly (almost exponentially) with coverage. This is a signature of the maternal immunity function on population immunity. If the vaccine is administered later, or to a population with shorter maternal immunity, the immunity gap scales more linearly with coverage. By looking at these together, general recommendations can be made. If the source of this immunity gap is interference with maternal immunity, vaccines should be administered at older ages. If the source is the interaction with age structure, vaccines should be administered at younger ages.

The immunity gap could provide a novel way to select between apparently equal vaccine plans. Choosing a vaccine plan to minimize the immunity gap given information about local age structure, maternal immunity levels and achievable coverage, would also maximize the proportional immunity conferred per dose administered.

The immunity gap is not the only means of selecting between vaccine plans. In cases where increasing the age of vaccination reduces the immunity gap, this change in age targets may increase the potential mortality associated with an epidemic by increasing the proportion of susceptibles who are very young. Targeting younger children for vaccination may increase the immunity gap non-linearly, but could minimize loss of life, as a larger proportion of susceptibles would fall in the less at-risk age classes. When coverage is low, the immunity gap is small and the majority of susceptibles are in the oldest age classes. As coverage increases, the immunity gap increases and the proportion of susceptibles below the age of vaccination increases, although the absolute number may not. The magnitude of this shift depends on the target age of
vaccination and the age distribution and maternal immunity function of the population. Again, these younger children are the individuals that are most likely to die during an epidemic (Wolfson et al. 2009).

An additional utility of the immunity gap measure (Fig. 2.5) is that using vaccine coverage as a proxy for population immunity may lead to a severe underestimation of disease risk, and the size of this underestimate is context-dependent. This may explain some of the patterns in measles re-emergence that we see in places with what was thought to be good vaccine coverage, such as Malawi and Germany. Malawi had reasonably good measles control, having seen a period of local elimination of disease. However, in 2010, there was a devastating outbreak, with the age distribution of cases being much older than expected (Minetti et al. 2013). At the time, Malawi was officially administering a first dose of the measles vaccine to infants between the ages of 9 and 11 months, with a second dose comprising of a supplemental immunization campaign targeting individuals less than 5 years old. On the other hand, Germany has struggled to maintain herd immunity to measles for a while, with frequent outbreaks. The age distribution of some of these outbreaks (Siedler et al. 2011) is older than typically seen in a measles outbreak. In Germany, the first dose was classically administered at 12 months, with the second dose coming between 4 and 6 years of age. In 2001, Germany changed its guidelines, expanding the window for first dose administration and lowering the age of the second dose. In both cases, coverage was thought to be good, but outbreaks occurred. Thus, while administrative coverage may have been at, or above, the programmatic target, the combination of age distribution and waning of immunity may have resulted in sub-critical immunity.
Our work does not include population heterogeneity, age-specific contact patterns or age-specific force of infection. Such processes are certainly relevant for more complex dynamical analyses of measles incidence. We omit them, in part, because our work is an intentionally simple analysis to highlight the importance of an under-considered tradeoff between age structure and maternal immunity. Additionally, single dose vaccine plans are not commonly implemented intentionally (Hall and Jolley 2011). There is evidence for the existence of remote locales with low disease incidence and low second-dose coverage (Minetti et al. 2013), but most countries officially give a second dose of the measles vaccine, even though the second dose may not be administered at the recommended ages or at the ages with the largest remaining susceptible populations (Clark and Sanderson 2009). This research could provide a means to optimize vaccine policy for such locales, as well as other locales where second-dose coverage is patchy or otherwise uncertain, though future work incorporating a second dose would also be informative.

This work presents an equilibrial analysis of this disease system, meant to supplement existing dynamical work in an intuitive way. Future work could include additional aspects of vaccine program complexity, including target age ranges and a second dose vaccine strategy, as well as disease dynamics. Nonetheless, this work has some interesting implications. As a larger proportion of any population is below the age of vaccination, herd immunity becomes increasingly difficult to maintain – that is, if a population has a relatively large infant population, herd immunity to measles will be difficult, if not impossible, to maintain with a single dose vaccine plan. Population structure also interacts with the waning of maternal immunity in ways that can mislead us into thinking that population immunity is better than it really is. However, our work suggests the possibility of improving local disease control, despite obvious difficulties, by taking specific context-dependent factors into account (Hall and Jolley 2011). Our model
could be adapted to fit any specified age structure and maternally-derived immunity waning function and then used to make a recommendation that minimizes the immunity gap given an estimated coverage. These results are only complicated if maternal immunity lasts too long to effectively vaccinate any earlier. However, given a heavily youth-weighted age structure, vaccinating earlier may be beneficial, as a second dose vaccine strategy will be better at catching those for whom the vaccine was not effective.
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Figure 2.1: Two sample age distributions of immunity within a population. The dark grey
region is the portion still maternally immune, the pale grey region is the vaccinated proportion and the hatched region is the proportion that remains susceptible. The x-axis is shown on a log scale, so the total hatched regions in a) and b) are of similar area. In a), the vaccine is administered too late, and too many infants remain susceptible. In b), the vaccine is administered too early, so too few doses are effective. Both of these figures use a developing population age structure assuming 6 month maternal immunity.
Figure 2.2: a) and b) Maintainable population immunity for maternal immunity waning at 6 and 3 months, respectively, in a region with a developing age structure. c) and d) Maintainable population immunity for maternal immunity waning at 6 months and 3 months, respectively, in a region with developed age structure. Strategies that meet the 95% threshold are shown in black, those that meet the 90% threshold are shown in grey.
a) Difference in maintainable population immunity due to maternal immunity in a developed population

b) Difference in maintainable population immunity due to age structure with 3 month maternal immunity
Figure 2.3: a) The difference in population immunity due to differences in maternal immunity (i.e. the difference between 4 c and 4 d). b) Difference in population immunity for maternal immunity waning at 3 months between regions with a developed and developing age structure (i.e. the difference between 4 b and 4 d). Note that the target ages of vaccination which minimize the difference due to a difference in maternal immunity are where the difference due to a difference in age structure starts to increase.
a) Maximum maintainable proportion immune by age structure

b) Proportion immune by age structure when vaccinating at 12 months with 98% coverage
**Figure 2.4:** The maintainable population immunity for a range of age structures. When $\alpha$ is 0, the age structure is the idealized developed one. When $\alpha$ is 1, the age structure is the idealized developing one. **a)** As the age structure shifts from developed to developing, the maximum maintainable proportion immune continuously declines. Notably, the proportion immune for long maternal immunity is lower than that for short maternal immunity, despite both being the specific maxima for that maternal immunity function. That is, the optimal vaccine policy for long maternal immunity is always less successful than the optimal for short maternal immunity. 

**b)** The achievable proportion immune when vaccinating at 12 months. With a developed age structure and short maternal immunity, this is a successful vaccine policy. However, as the age structure shifts towards the purely developing one, the success of the vaccine policy continually declines. With long maternal immunity, maintainable immunity is similarly low everywhere, but still worse on a developing age structure.
a) The immunity gap in vaccine schedules where the herd immunity threshold is maintainable

b) The immunity gap in vaccine schedules where the herd immunity threshold is maintainable at coverages where apparent elimination is feasible
Figure 2.5: These panels show the immunity gap – that is, the difference between vaccine coverage and population immunity – for a variety of target ages and coverages. Here we are comparing these vaccine schedules in a developing population with 3 month maternal immunity.  

a) At high coverage, all of these vaccine schedules could achieve herd immunity. However, as maternal immunity is less significant at older ages, it has a different effect on the immunity gap between the different ages. Notably, the immunity gap line when vaccinating at the youngest age with high coverage is significantly curved.  

b) Focusing on the immunity gap at coverages that might be maintained in regions with measles elimination, it is clear that 12 months is the best age to vaccinate at all of these coverages in a region with this age structure and maternal immunity decay. However, whether it would be better to miss the target age by vaccinating a little too young (10 months) or a little too old (14 months) depends on coverage, with vaccinating younger ages still being worse at high coverages.
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Abstract
Measles was eliminated in the Americas in 2002 by a combination of routine immunizations and supplementary immunization activities. Recent outbreaks underscore the importance of reconsidering vaccine policy in order to maintain elimination. We constructed an age-structured dynamical model for the distribution of immunity in a population with routine immunization and without disease, and analyzed the steady state for an idealized age structure and for real age structures of countries in the Americas. We compared the level of immunity maintained by current policy in these countries to the level maintainable by an optimal policy. The optimal age target for the first routine dose of measles vaccine depends on the timing and coverage of both doses. Similarly, the optimal age target for the second dose of measles vaccine depends on the timing and coverage of the first dose. The age targets for the first and second dose of measles vaccine should be adjusted for the post-elimination era, by specifically accounting for current context, including realized coverage of both doses, and altered maternal immunity. Doing so can greatly improve the proportion immune within a population, and therefore the chances of maintaining measles elimination, without changing coverage.

Introduction
Measles, a viral illness, infects millions of children every year and currently results in more than 100 thousand deaths per year in children under five (Wolfson et al. 2009, Liu et al. 2014). As
such, it is an important target for global eradication (van de Ent et al. 2011). This eradication process includes two key components – achieving local elimination where the disease is present and maintaining elimination where the disease is absent. Different combinations of routine immunization strategies and supplemental immunization campaigns are used to achieve and maintain a high level of immunity (Lessler et al. 2011). Regional success was achieved when measles was eliminated from the Americas in 2002 using a combination of a two-dose routine immunization strategy with periodic supplemental immunization campaigns (Castillo-Solorzano et al. 2011a). While endemic disease has not reemerged, recent outbreaks, such as the outbreak in and around Disneyland, California from December 2014 to February 2015 (Zipprich et al. 2015), have cast doubt on the continued ability to maintain elimination. Optimizing the design of these vaccine strategies to maintain elimination in the Americas and achieve it worldwide is critical for continued success, for the eventual global eradication of measles, and for the end of childhood mortality attributable to measles.

Since elimination was achieved in 2002, maintenance of elimination in the Americas has involved two routine doses of vaccine administered to children who come to a clinic at specific target ages. These age targets for routine immunization have changed very little since measles was endemic in the Americas (Castillo-Solorzano et al. 2011b). Conventionally, the timing of these doses is considered to be dependent on two underlying factors (McLean and Anderson 1988a, McLean and Anderson 1988b). The first is maternal immunity; infants born to immune mothers are born with measles IgG antibodies, which are passively transferred through the placenta before birth (Niewiesk 2014). Infants are born with these antibodies regardless of whether their mother was vaccinated or naturally infected, although the initial titer is generally lower in children of vaccinated mothers (Brugha et al. 1996, Niewiesk 2014). While these
maternal antibodies provide infants some protection from the disease, they interfere with the efficacy of the vaccine and infants vaccinated before antibody titer has dropped below a threshold level will not be effectively immunized (Cutts et al. 1995, Gans et al. 2001). The second factor is the force of infection in the local population. Infants must be vaccinated before they become infected with, and potentially die from, measles (McLean and Anderson 1988a). Where measles incidence is high, children are likely to be exposed to infection earlier in life; thus it is more important to vaccinate children at younger ages. This second factor is absent in a disease free setting, as is the case when measles elimination is being maintained.

Recent work suggests that the selection of these target ages may also depend on an additional context-dependent factor: demography (McKee et al. 2015). If too many children fall below the age of first vaccination, there will be a large population of infant susceptibles contributing to the proportion of the overall population that is susceptible, thus decreasing the chances of maintaining measles elimination. Thus, even in the disease-free setting, this provides an upper bound on the age target for vaccination in order to maintain population level immunity above the herd immunity threshold.

Here, we show that the optimal age target may also depend on the coverage of the first and second dose. If coverage of the first dose is poor, the timing of the second dose should be adjusted to compensate, to account for the relatively large proportion of susceptible children between the first and second target ages of vaccination. If the coverage of the second dose is poor, the timing of the first dose should be adjusted to maximize efficacy, relative to the waning of maternal immunity, to compensate for the low probability of a second dose opportunity.
Each of these context-dependent factors can create immunity gaps between apparent vaccine coverage and actual population immunity (McKee et al. 2015). Unfortunate combinations of these factors can result in larger gaps than might otherwise be expected. For example, long duration of maternal immunity leads to low efficacy of the first dose at any given age, and if the timing of the second dose is not adjusted accordingly, a large population of individuals will remain susceptible between the first and second dose.

As a result of these immunity gaps, reported administrative coverage can greatly overestimate the true level of immunity within the population. In the absence of serological surveys, it is hard to know these true immunity levels in any population. When coverage is apparently high (not accounting for these context-dependent factors) and disease incidence appears low, it can be easy to assume that the population threshold for elimination is being maintained. However, the absence of disease is not the absence of risk. Many places have seen large unexpected outbreaks after years of apparently good coverage and low incidence, such as Brazil in 1997 (Prevots et al. 2003), Burkina Faso in 2009 (Kidd et al. 2012), Malawi in 2010 (Minetti et al. 2013), Wales in 2012 (Moore et al. 2015), and Brazil in 2013 (Leite et al. 2015), among others. Such unexpected outbreaks are indicative of an unrecognized gap between coverage and population immunity.

At the country level, specific selection of age targets can account for these factors to reduce local susceptibility and therefore improve the chances that elimination will be effectively maintained. By explicitly accounting for age structure, country-specific variations in maternal immunity, and the expected coverage of each dose, age targets can be chosen that minimize the total proportion of individuals left susceptible. In this paper, we use a discrete-time age structured population model for the distribution of immunity in a disease free population with two routine doses, and
analyses the equilibrial states of this model. We use this model to find the combination of age targets that minimizes the susceptible population given a specified combination of age structure, maternal immunity and coverages. We also use the model to explore the immunity gap between apparent coverage and actual population immunity, and how the size of this gap changes based on age structure, coverage of each dose and age targeting, although we generally ignore operational constraints. We use the results to suggest the source of some discrepancies between apparent coverage and disease risk. Further, we suggest that changing age targets may address these discrepancies, and thus help to maintain elimination in currently measles-free settings, such as the Americas.

Methods

We developed an age structured model for immunity within a human population, using 131 age classes. Age classes are divided monthly up to 5 years of age, and then yearly up to 75 years. Individuals within these age classes are then further divided into one of three immune classes: maternally immune, susceptible, or successfully immunized. As we are concerned with maintaining measles elimination, we omit the disease process (there are no classes for individuals who are infectious or immune as a result of infection).

In this model, we track the immune status of individuals via these classes through life. Vaccines administered at any age have some rate of primary vaccine failure, as individuals may fail to seroconvert when receiving vaccination. One major cause of primary vaccine failure is maternal immunity. Individuals born to susceptible mothers are born to the first susceptible class, while individuals born to immune mothers are born to the maternally immune class, since they are born with antibodies that confer protection while their immune system develops (Niewiesk 2014), but
also interfere with the efficacy of the vaccine. The maternal antibody titer wanes over time (Brugha et al. 1996), so a smaller proportion of individuals in any older age class will retain this maternal immunity, and therefore these individuals will have a lower rate of primary vaccine failure. Vaccines are administered at some initial target age, usually before all individuals are susceptible, so only a proportion of the vaccines are effective (which we assume is equal to the proportion of that age class that was never or is no longer maternally immune). A second dose of vaccine is administered at a second target age, to individuals independently of whether they had the first dose. While the rate at which maternal immunity wanes is likely dependent on country, as it depends on the immune status of the average mother (Brugha et al. 1996, Zhao et al. 2010), we assume that maternal immunity wanes exponentially with a mean at 3 months for the purpose of our model, and use this function as a proxy for the age-specific rate of primary vaccine failure. This function leads to vanishingly small rates of failure in older age classes (see Appendix B for a sensitivity analysis of the rate at which maternal immunity wanes). We also assume a constant rate of primary vaccine failure of 5% across all age classes (which may arise from issues such as cold chain disruption), although we ignore all other operational constraints.

By tracking these immunizing processes throughout an individual's life, we can calculate the proportion of adults that have been successfully immunized, which will give us the proportion of infants in the next generation that will be born with maternal immunity. By solving for the steady state, we can find the stable proportion of infants born with maternal immunity in a disease-free setting.

The proportion of individuals who have been successfully immunized is the simply the sum of the proportion of individuals for whom the first dose was immunizing and the proportion of
remaining susceptible individuals for whom the second dose was immunizing. That is, the proportion successfully vaccinated in generation T, \(V_T\), is:

\[V_T = (\text{proportion of people for whom the first dose was immunizing})\]

\[+ (\text{proportion of people for whom the second dose was immunizing})\]

\[= ((\text{first dose coverage})^*(\text{first dose efficacy}))\]

\[+ ((\text{second dose coverage})^*(\text{second dose efficacy})^*(\text{proportion of people for whom the first dose was not effective}))\]

\[= \left( v_1 * \left( 1 - \omega_{t_1} p_{MT} \right) \right) + \left( v_2 * \left( 1 - \omega_{t_2} p_{MT} \right) * \left( 1 - v_1 * \left( 1 - \omega_{t_1} p_{MT} \right) \right) \right).\]

Here, first dose coverage is \(v_1\), second dose coverage is \(v_2\). \(\omega_{t1}\) and \(\omega_{t2}\) are the proportion of individuals retaining maternal antibodies at the first and second age targets, respectively – we assume here that maternal immunity wanes exponentially with a mean at 3 months (Leuridan et al. 2010). The proportion of individuals born with maternal immunity in generation T is \(p_{MT}\).

Since vaccination is the only source of immunity, the proportion of individuals born with maternal immunity in generation T+1 is simply \(V_T\). We can then solve for the equilibrium and get:

\[0 = \left( -v_1 v_2 \omega_{t_1} \omega_{t_2} \right) p_M^2 + \left( v_1 v_2 (\omega_{t_1} + \omega_{t_2}) - v_1 \omega_{t_1} - v_2 \omega_{t_2} - 1 \right) p_M + \left( v_1 + v_2 - v_1 v_2 \right),\]

which we can then solve to find \(p_M\).
\[ p_M = \frac{(1 + v_1 \omega_{t_1} + v_2 \omega_{t_2} - v_1 v_2 (\omega_{t_1} + \omega_{t_2}))}{2 * (v_1 v_2 \omega_{t_1} \omega_{t_2})} \]

\[ - \sqrt{(v_1 v_2 (\omega_{t_1} + \omega_{t_2}) - v_1 \omega_{t_1} - v_2 \omega_{t_2} - 1)^2 + 4 * (v_1 v_2 \omega_{t_1} \omega_{t_2}) * (v_1 + v_2 - v_1 * v_2)} \]

Once we know the equilibrial proportion of individuals born with maternal immunity, we can find the distribution of immunity throughout the age-structured population. We calculate the difference between this value and the expected coverage of the vaccine \((v_1 + v_2 - v_1 * v_2)\), to find the immunity gap caused by maternal immunity, local population age structure, and vaccine age targets. We can then choose optimal age targets for specific coverages by minimizing this immunity gap.

In this work, we first examine the effects of coverage of each dose on the optimal targets for an idealized developing country age structure, i.e. a concave age structure where a constant proportion of individuals die each year. We then perform the same optimization for a range of coverages on real age structures (UN Population Division 2015) representing countries in the Americas (specifically for all countries in North and South America for which age targets for two routine doses and age structure were readily available), chosen because these countries are in the process of maintaining measles elimination. We also compare the population immunity achieved by our optimization to that achieved by the real age targets on these real age structures (UN Population Division 2015, WHO 2016a).
Results

The coverage of each dose has a significant effect on the optimal target ages for the first and second dose and the resulting proportion of the population that remains susceptible with a generic developing country age structure (Fig. 3.1). Susceptibility varies straightforwardly with coverage; as coverage of either dose increases, the remaining proportion susceptible decreases. In the lower left of both panels, the coverage of both doses is low, and population immunity is similarly low. In the upper right of both panels, the coverage of both doses is high, and population immunity is high. In the lower right, where first dose coverage is high and second dose coverage is low, and the upper left, where first dose coverage is low and second dose coverage is high, population immunity is similarly high. The optimal target ages, shown by the contours, also vary with coverage of both doses. The optimal target age for the second dose varies more with first dose coverage (Fig. 3.1b) than second dose coverage; that is, the contours in Fig. 3.1b run nearly parallel to the second dose coverage axis but indicate a steep change in optimal second dose timing for a relatively small change in first dose coverage. The optimal target age for the first dose is strongly dependent on first dose coverage when second dose coverage is low, but depends more strongly on second dose coverage when second dose coverage is high (Fig. 3.1a).

We test these ideas with real age structures, using age structures from countries in the Americas. For every country, we find the optimal age for the first and second dose for a range of coverages (80%, 90% and 100%) for both doses, assuming each dose has equal coverage (Fig. 3.2, Table B1). For all countries, the higher the coverage, the longer the recommended time between doses. The model-recommended age for the first dose was at a younger age than current policy in all countries, and the model-recommended age of the second dose was also at a younger age than
the current policy in most countries; Brazil, Canada and Peru are exceptions that recommend second dose administration before two years of age. We also find the optimal single dose age target – that is, the one-dose strategy that minimizes the proportion susceptible – for this range of coverages in all these countries (Fig. 3.2). Interestingly, this is usually close to current policy recommendations for the first dose – around 12 months. In the Appendix B we present a comparison of these idealized coverage levels with current age targets and coverage of MCV1 and 2.

We also calculate the differences that changing age targets make in population immunity (Fig. 3.3). All countries are expected to see a reduction in the proportion susceptible using our model-specified optimal age targets for both the first and second dose in place of current age targets. However, implementing our optimal age target for only one dose, but not the other, can be detrimental in some cases. For example, in Costa Rica, our model predicts that the current policy of vaccinating at 15 months and 7 years would maintain population immunity at 90.6%, given 90% coverage. If only the first dose age target in Costa Rica were changed to our model-recommended optimum of 9 months, the level of population immunity maintained would be reduced to 88.9%. If the second dose age target in Costa Rica were reduced to our model-recommended optimum of 19 months, with the first dose age target held at the current recommendation, population immunity would be improved over that maintained by current policy to 96.3%. Finally, if the age targets of both doses in Costa Rica were changed to our model-recommended optima, population immunity could be maintained at 96.7%. While this is an illustrative example where changing the age target of the second dose can dramatically improve population immunity, note that these policy recommendations should not be
implemented without further country-specific analysis, as our model ignores several operational constraints.

In general, if the second dose is recommended relatively late in life, say at 6 years of age as it is in Argentina, lowering the recommended age for the first dose from 12 months to 8 months would reduce first dose efficacy and expand the duration of susceptibility between doses, thereby reducing population immunity. Conversely, if both doses are already administered relatively close together, as they are in Peru where they are recommended at 12 and 18 months, lowering the second dose age target to 16 or 17 months without adjusting the first dose age target can reduce second dose efficacy without substantially reducing the duration of the susceptibility window between doses. However, in most countries, reducing the age target of the second dose alone will result in an increase in the proportion of the population that is immune. Changing age targets may be enough to make measles elimination maintainable in places where it was not, without changing coverage, most notably in Argentina, Chile, Costa Rica, Ecuador and Mexico, although the maximum maintainable population immunity is still dependent on age structure.

**Discussion**

Measles is a highly lethal disease, killing hundreds of children worldwide each day. With more than a thousand cases in the Americas in the first half of 2015 (WHO 2016b) and hundreds of cases spanning five outbreaks in the United States alone (CDC 2016), re-emergence is a serious threat. It is important that we focus our attention on optimizing current policy in order to prevent continued reemergence, and maintain elimination. By reconsidering vaccination policy in the context of the continued absence of both disease and supplemental immunization activities
(SIAs), we can increase the proportion immune within the population and better maintain elimination.

Here we show that the optimal target age for each dose depends on the coverage of the other; thus optimal scheduling should not consider the doses independently. Optimal selection of both age targets together may have a large impact on the resulting population immunity. Optimal coverage for both doses is 100%, and vaccination efforts should, and do, aim to maximize coverage. However, realized coverage is often lower than administrative goals. If first dose coverage is discovered, by coverage surveys or other mechanisms, to be low due to poor compliance with, or effectiveness of, vaccination programs, the age target of the second dose should be adjusted accordingly, and vice versa. These adjustments to the timing of doses may dramatically improve population immunity without changing coverage at all. Consequently, the target ages of vaccination should be adjusted according to estimated levels of program efficacy, vaccine abstention and noncompliance with vaccine policy, in order to maximize the population immunity achieved with current coverage.

When applied to real age structures from the Americas, our model optimization gives recommendations that differ from current strategies in most countries. In nearly all cases, our model recommends lowering the age target for both doses. The optima for a two dose strategy look very different from current policy, although they match the single dose optimum, which happens to be similar to the current recommended first dose age target, when coverage for the second dose is set to zero. However, the similarity between these targets is coincidental as current first dose targeting was chosen to balance maternal immunity and force of infection in the context of endemic disease and SIAs (McLean and Anderson 1988a), while our model
optima were chosen to balance maternal immunity and age structure. Adjusting current policy to account for the current epidemiological and management context, even partially, may have a significant impact on the feasibility of maintaining measles elimination in these countries.

In most countries, simply decreasing the age target of the second dose may dramatically improve population immunity by minimizing the susceptible population between doses. The exception to this is if current policy already recommends the second dose relatively early, as it does in Bolivia, Belize and Peru. In these countries, significant reductions in the remaining susceptible proportion of the population can be had by reducing the age target of the first dose, but reducing the second dose age target without adjusting the first dose age target reduces the efficacy of the second dose with little benefit. The minimum susceptible proportion under any management strategy in these countries still depends on the proportion of children under 5. Note that Canada does not face the same issue as Bolivia, Belize and Peru, despite also having a relatively early second dose recommendation, because of its age structure. When a large fraction of the population falls below and between the age targets for vaccination, a low level of susceptibility can be hard to maintain, but this can be mitigated by selecting locally optimal, country-specific age targets.

Interactions between age structure, maternal immunity and age targets for vaccination can cause gaps between apparent coverage and the resulting population immunity (McKee et al. 2015). These gaps may provide alternate explanations for cases where measles control has failed in the Americas, such as in Saõ Paolo during the 1997 outbreak (Prevots et al. 2003). Rather than simply looking for failures in vaccine coverage, such as issues with vaccine scheduling and current vaccine delivery mechanisms, it may be important to reconsider the target ages for
vaccination as well. Improvements in population immunity are possible by adjusting scheduling to account for partial compliance, especially in countries where compliance with vaccine policy has been fairly consistent over time and is unlikely to change as a result of changes in scheduling.

There are a number of operational caveats not explicitly considered in our model. Our results are sensitive to, and conditional on, a given function for maternal immunity. The real rate at which maternal immunity wanes in a specific country, and therefore the age-specific rate of primary vaccine failure, should be determined and explicitly considered as part of a reevaluation of current policy. The optimal age target should be estimated based on the anticipated age-specific response to vaccination, as well as population level measures, such as coverage and age structure. This age-specific response will vary from country to country, as time since elimination (and therefore the ratio of vaccinated to naturally immune mothers) varies from country to country. It can be difficult to determine the age-specific waning of maternal immunity, as it would require high resolution longitudinal serosurveys in children not exposed to disease or vaccination. Similarly, directly measuring the age-specific response to vaccination would require detailed cohort studies. If maternal immunity wanes slowly, so that older children have a relatively high rate of primary vaccine failure, age targets should be kept the same or increased. However, if maternal immunity wanes more quickly, as it is likely to do due to the relatively high proportion of mothers who are vaccinated rather than naturally immune, then the age targets should be shifted earlier (Fig. 3.2).

The results we have presented here reflect a mathematical optimum and do not explicitly account for the logistical constraints of vaccine program implementation. In our model, we assumed
coverage was independent of age target selection, but in reality, changing age targets will likely change coverage, for a variety of reasons (Ciofi Degli Atti et al. 2004). For example, if a change in age target requires an additional clinic visit from parents, then many parents may fail to comply. Similarly, multivalent vaccines (the measles vaccine is typically packaged with mumps and rubella vaccines) may impose constraints; that is, changing the age target for the measles vaccine could require either decoupling it from the mumps and rubella vaccines or changing the ages at which those partner vaccines are administered. This might impose a large disruption on vaccine schedules, and could require children to receive an additional shot, with attendant additional complications in supply chains. Nevertheless, our work presents a theoretical optimum and a framework to evaluate an optimal age target given known maternal immunity and operational constraints on possible age targets.

We also ignore Supplemental Immunization Activities (SIAs) in this model. SIAs are periodic campaigns where everyone within a target age range is vaccinated. Some countries in the Americas still perform these campaigns (Thompson et al. 2015). Data on the details and post-campaign assessments of coverage among the unvaccinated population are sparse, and performing our optimization to account for infrequent campaigns of variable coverage would provide less generalizable results. SIAs provide an additional source of immunity and thus could also affect optimal age targets, which should be considered before implementing any change in policy if SIAs are anticipated to happen frequently or at regular intervals. Additionally, we note that SIAs could help to smooth transient disruptions in immunity caused by changing age targets.

These results are the product of an equilibrial analysis in the absence of disease. Disease absence is important to consider when planning for the maintenance of elimination, as outbreaks provide
an additional immunizing factor and can help maintain high levels of population immunity – considering the situation in the absence of disease provides us with a conservative analysis of the levels of immunity within a population. A more realistic model could include disease and demographic dynamics, including seasonality of the disease, which our model excludes, in order to capture the historical dynamic changes in population immunity following measles elimination, but would likely provide more optimistic results than our model. We would strongly recommend a more detailed analysis on a country by country basis, using locally appropriate assumptions about demographic structure, historical coverage levels and waning of maternal immunity, before policy is changed. Nevertheless, our results support the potential benefit of such a reanalysis, especially given the absence of endemic disease and supplemental immunization activities, and provide a conservative estimate of the levels of immunity maintainable in a population. After more than a decade of absence, and using data on actual vaccine uptake, future policy should consider anticipated coverage of both doses in order to avoid reestablishment of measles and to prevent future mortality.
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Figure 3.1: The optimal ages in months (shown by the contours), and maintained proportional susceptibility (shown by the color scale) for a range of first and second dose coverages, varying independently, in a population with idealized developing age structure. A) The optimal age for the first dose. Notably, the optimal age of the first dose depends heavily on the coverage of the second dose. B) The optimal age for the second dose. Notably, the optimal age of the second dose depends heavily on the coverage of the first dose.
Figure 3.2: The real target ages (the blue line), the optimal target ages with 100% coverage of two doses (the red line), the optimal target ages with 90% coverage of two doses (the orange line), and the optimal target ages with 80% coverage of two doses (the yellow line). The endpoints of each line represent the first and second age target, respectively, for each country and policy. The optimal target ages for a single dose vaccine schedule with each of these coverages are shown by the diamond on each line. In all cases, the difference in age target between the first and second dose is smaller with lower coverages. In all cases, the optimal first age of vaccination is younger than the current recommendation, and in most, the optimal second age is also younger than the current recommendation. The optimal single dose ages correspond
well with the current recommendation for the first dose. The countries have been ordered by proportion of the population made up by children under 5, with Bolivia having the most children under 5 and Canada having the fewest.
Figure 3.3: The population immunity by partial adherence to schedule for countries in the Americas with two recommended age targets of vaccination. Red indicates a population immunity below 95%, the commonly accepted threshold for maintaining elimination, and blue indicates a population immunity above 95%. In the case where only one dose is optimal, the other dose is administered at the currently recommended age target.
Chapter 4

Correlation between measles vaccine doses: Implications for the maintenance of elimination

Amalie McKee, Matthew Ferrari, Katriona Shea

Abstract

Measles eradication efforts have been successful at achieving elimination in many countries worldwide. Such countries actively work to maintain this elimination by continuing to improve coverage of two routine doses of measles vaccine following measles elimination. While improving coverage is always beneficial, we show, using a steady state analysis of a dynamical model, that the correlation between populations receiving the first and second routine dose also has a significant impact on the population immunity achieved by a specified combination of first and second dose coverage. If the second dose is administered to people independently of whether they had the first dose, high second dose coverage improves the proportion of the population receiving at least one dose, and will have a large effect on population immunity. If the second dose is administered only to people who have had the first dose, high second dose coverage reduces the rate of primary vaccine failure, but does not reach people who missed the first dose; this will therefore have a relatively small effect on population immunity. When doses are administered dependently, and assuming the first dose has higher coverage, increasing the coverage of the first dose has a larger impact on population immunity than does increasing the coverage of the second. In all six WHO health regions, correlation has a significant impact on the level of population immunity maintained by current vaccination coverage, potentially outweighing the effects of age structure and, in some cases, recent improvements in vaccine
coverage. It is therefore important to understand vaccine correlation, as correlation may have a large impact on the effectiveness of measles vaccination strategies.

**Introduction**

As of 2014 measles was officially eliminated from 7 countries in the Western Pacific, 22 countries in Europe, and all countries in the Americas aside from Brazil (Perry et al. 2015). As measles is a leading cause of vaccine-preventable childhood death (Liu et al. 2015), it is important that we continue to maintain elimination. Due to increased globalization (Gushulak and MacPherson 2004) and the highly transmissible nature of the disease, measles is at constant risk of reemergence in the countries where it is eliminated. Several reintroduction outbreaks have occurred; for example, the 2013 outbreak in Brazil, which lasted more than a year and changed Brazil’s elimination status (Leite et al. 2015, Perry et al. 2015) and the 2015 outbreak in Mongolia (WHO 2016), which occurred less than a year after Mongolia was certified measles free (WHO 2014). A reevaluation of management strategies for measles in order to better maintain elimination would be valuable (Chapter 3).

It is important that we maintain high levels of immunity within the population in order to maintain elimination. When immunity is high, outbreaks caused by reintroduction events have lower incidence and shorter duration (Ferrari et al. 2013). In particular, as measles is a highly transmissible disease, the herd immunity threshold (that is, the proportion of the population that needs to be immune in order to prevent a reintroduction event sparking prolonged reemergence of the disease) is commonly considered to be around 95% (Anderson and May 1985). The true threshold depends on population structure (Ellner et al. 1998), and so varies from place to place and is difficult to measure, but maximizing the proportion of the population that is immune is the
best way to ensure that that proportion is above the true threshold. In order to maintain high levels of immunity, extensive vaccination efforts are continued in countries that have achieved elimination. In most countries, these vaccination efforts involve administering two doses of measles containing vaccine (WHO 2016). The second dose may come through one of two primary means; a second routine immunization or supplemental immunization activities (SIAs). We focus on the former, as it is the most common method in countries where elimination has been achieved.

Typically, agencies are concerned with maximizing the coverage of each dose (de Quadros et al. 1998, Irons and Dobbins 2011, Elam-Evans et al. 2014); that is, the proportion of the population that gets vaccinated at each specified target age. However, coverage alone does not tell the full story. While the maintainability of measles elimination depends on the proportion of the population that is immune to measles (Anderson and May 1985), that proportion differs from, but directly depends on, the proportion of the population that gets at least one dose of measles containing vaccine. The reason for this difference is twofold: first, maternal immunity interferes with the efficacy of the vaccine (Niewiesk 2014), and second, age structure creates immunity gaps as some individuals simply have not yet received a vaccine (McKee et al. 2015). There are three subparts of the susceptible population maintained by a two dose strategy (Fig. 4.1, the red part in panels b and d): individuals who are no longer maternally immune but are too young to receive the first dose (the portion of the red part left of the left black line), individuals who missed the first dose or for whom the first dose was ineffective but are too young to receive the second dose (the red part between the two black lines), and individuals who either missed both doses or who failed to seroconvert after receiving one or both doses (the portion of the red part to
the right of the right black line). These subparts sum to the total proportion of the population that is susceptible, and can contribute to transmission in case of a reintroduction event.

The first dose of measles containing vaccine (MCV1) should be administered early enough to minimize the number of susceptible individuals who are too young to have yet received a vaccine, but late enough that maternal-acquired antibodies, which interfere with the efficacy of the measles vaccine, have sufficiently waned, so that relatively few individuals are susceptible between doses. The second dose (MCV2) is administered later in life, with two purposes: one, to catch children for whom the first dose was not effective, and two, to provide a second opportunity for children who did not have the first dose to receive at least one dose. In most countries, this means that the first dose of the measles vaccine is administered when the child is nine to twelve months old, and the second dose is administered sometime later in life, often immediately before school entry (WHO 2016). The efficacy of this strategy, and the proportion of the population that receives at least one dose, directly depends on the coverage of each dose. However, it also depends on the overlap in the populations receiving each dose.

If the overlap in populations receiving each dose is high, then the second dose of measles containing vaccine acts as a true second dose – that is, it is the second dose an individual receives in their life. However, if the overlap is relatively low, and all children are equally likely to receive the second dose (ie. at the second age target) regardless of whether they had the first dose, then the second dose acts more as a second opportunity – that is, the second chance an individual has to be caught by the healthcare system and provided with at least one dose of measles containing vaccine. We call this overlap the correlation; when the populations receiving each dose have a high overlap and the second dose acts as a true second dose, we say that they
are totally dependent, and when the populations have a relatively low overlap and the second dose acts only as a second opportunity, we say that they are independent.

Understanding the effects of correlation on population immunity resulting from a two dose strategy can provide two key insights. It can provide a more accurate estimate of the range of population immunity maintainable by a two dose strategy with specific coverages. This therefore motivates the benefit to designing a surveillance system to monitor correlation, perhaps through a combination of administrative data and health surveys. It can also suggest ways to adapt management strategies to account for the observed correlation between the populations receiving each dose. We model the effects of correlation on the maintainability of measles elimination using a steady state analysis of a dynamical model for the distribution of immunity within a population in the absence of disease. We use this model to find the proportion of susceptible individuals remaining in the population when vaccinating with specified first and second dose age targets, as well as specified coverage of each dose and correlation between the populations receiving each dose. We also find the proportion of individuals who have received at least one dose, but have not seroconverted and therefore are not immune to measles as adults. Finally, we consider the interaction between coverage and correlation for a range of age structures.

**Methods**

We calculate the proportion of individuals left susceptible by a specified vaccine schedule, with specified coverages and correlation using an age structured model. From a specified coverage and age target for each dose, as well as specified correlation, we divide each age class into one of four vaccine classes (Fig. 4.1 a and c); unvaccinated (shown in grey), a recipient of the first dose
only (shown in green), a recipient of the second dose only (shown in dark blue), and a recipient of both doses (shown in light blue). Using a specified age-specific efficacy function (based on an age-specific probability of retaining maternal immunity), we then divide each vaccine class into one of three immunity classes; susceptible, maternally immune, and effectively immunized. We then calculate the age distribution and proportion of susceptible individuals left in the population by multiplying the age-specific probability of being susceptible with the age structure, which we do for multiple age structures. We also find the rate of primary vaccine failure – that is, the proportion of individuals who receive at least one dose of measles containing vaccine but fail to seroconvert. We assume the system is at equilibrium, so that the proportion of children born with maternal immunity is equal to the proportion of adults that have been effectively immunized by vaccination. Notably, we omit any disease-derived immunity as we are concerned with the maintenance of elimination in the disease-free setting.

We define correlation to be the proportion of the dose with lower coverage administered non-independently to people who had the other dose. In cases where second dose coverage is lower than first dose coverage, this is the proportion of the second dose administered non-independently to people who had the first dose. In this case, when correlation is one, the second dose is administered solely to children who had the first dose, achieving only the aim of providing those individuals a second chance to become immune in case of primary vaccine failure. When first dose coverage is lower than second dose coverage, correlation is the proportion of the first dose administered non-independently to people who will later receive the second dose. When correlation is one in this case, everyone who receives a first dose later receives a second dose. In both cases, when correlation is zero, the second dose is administered independently of whether the child had the first dose – notably, in this case, the “second dose”
means only a dose administered at the second target age, not necessarily the second dose a
specific individual receives. When doses are independent, all individuals have a second chance
to receive a vaccine and hopefully become immune, regardless of whether they have been
vaccinated already.

Age classes are divided monthly up to 5 years, and yearly afterwards, until 75 years of age. To
divide age classes into vaccination classes, we assume a proportion of individuals, equal to the
coverage of the first dose, \( v_1 \), is vaccinated with the first dose at the first age target, \( t_1 \), and
therefore moves from the unvaccinated class into the first dose only vaccine class. This
proportion remains constant up to the age target for the second dose, \( t_2 \), when a proportion of
individuals are vaccinated with the second dose. For the purposes of this paper, we assume the
first dose age target is 12 months and the second dose age target is 48 months, although the
qualitative results are the same regardless of age targets chosen.

If \( v_1 > v_2 \), then \( p(MCV2|MCV1) = v_2(1 - corr) + \frac{v_2}{v_1} corr \) and \( p(MCV2 | \neg MCV1) =
\]
\[ v_2(1 - corr), \] where \( v_2 \) is the coverage of the second dose and \( corr \) is the correlation between
the two doses. Here, \( | \) means “given” and \( \neg \) means “not”, so \( p(MCV2 | \neg MCV1) \) is the
proportion that get MCV2 given that they did not receive MCV1. Therefore, \( v_1 - v_1 * v_2(1 - corr) - v_2 * corr \) adults receive only the first dose, \( v_1 * v_2 (1 - corr) + v_2 corr \)
adults receive both doses, and \( (1 - v_1)v_2(1 - corr) \) adults receive only the second dose. The
remainder are unvaccinated.

If \( v_1 \leq v_2 \), then \( p(MCV2|MCV1) = v_2(1 - corr) + corr \) and \( p(MCV2 | \neg MCV1) =
\]
\[ v_2(1 - corr) + corr(v_2 - v_1). \] Therefore, \( v_1 - v_1 * v_2(1 - corr) - v_1 corr \) adults receive
only the first dose, $v_1 \cdot v_2 \cdot (1 - corr) + v_1 \cdot corr$ adults receive both doses, and
$(1 - v_1) \cdot v_2 \cdot (1 - corr)$ adults receive both doses. Again, the remainder are unvaccinated.

However, not all vaccines successfully confer immunity in the recipient. The primary reason for
this failure to seroconvert is interference of maternally derived antibodies, although we also
include the chance that the vaccine was rendered ineffective by other means, such as cold-chain
failure. To divide vaccine classes into immune classes, we developed a function for age-specific
efficacy based on maternal immunity. The proportion of individuals born with maternal
immunity, $p_m$, is the proportion of individuals successfully immunized in the previous
generation. Assuming the system is at equilibrium, this is just

$$p_m = (1 - p_m \cdot w_{t_1}) \cdot (1 - p_f) \cdot (\text{first dose only adults}) + (1 - p_m \cdot w_{t_2}) \cdot (1 - p_f) \cdot (\text{second dose only adults}) + ((1 - p_m \cdot w_{t_1}) \cdot (1 - p_f) + \left(1 - (1 - p_m \cdot w_{t_1}) \cdot (1 - p_f)\right) \cdot \left(1 - p_m \cdot w_{t_2}\right) \cdot (1 - p_f)) \cdot (\text{both dose adults}).$$

We can then solve for $p_m$ using the quadratic formula. Here, $w_t$ is the waning function for
maternal immunity, so $w_{t_1}$ is the proportion of individuals born with maternal immunity that
retain it at the first target age, and $w_{t_2}$ is the proportion of individuals born with maternal
immunity that retain it at the second target age. We assume this waning function is exponential
with a mean at 3 months. We assume $p_f$, which is the probability that the vaccine fails for some
other reason such as cold chain failure, is constant across age classes – specifically, we assume a
constant 5% failure rate for reasons not relating to the immune status of the recipient (Uzicanin
and Zimmerman 2011).
To find the rate of primary vaccine failure, we simply take the difference in the proportion of adults who have had at least one dose and the proportion of adults who are immune. This rate depends on both the waning of maternal immunity and the correlation between doses.

**Results**

For a constant level of first and second dose coverage, reducing the correlation between doses increases the proportion of the population that receives at least one dose, but decreases the proportion of the population that receives both doses (Fig. 4.1). As a result, the proportion of the population that is susceptible to measles is reduced. Because decreasing correlation decreases the proportion of individuals that receive both doses, it increases the proportion of adults that have been vaccinated but not immunized. Individuals who received a dose at the first age target but did not seroconvert are less likely to receive a dose at the second age target when correlation is low, and so are less likely to be given a second chance to seroconvert, increasing the rate of primary vaccine failure (Fig. 4.1 b and d). Improving coverage of either dose will always reduce the proportion of individuals that are susceptible, and thereby improve the chances of maintaining measles elimination. However, improving coverage is not the only way to reduce the susceptible proportion – reducing correlation between each dose does so as well (Fig. 4.2). This holds true regardless of the underlying age structure.

When doses are administered independently, a relatively large proportion of the population gets both doses (Fig. 4.1), and increasing the coverage of either dose has a large effect on population immunity (Fig. 4.2), although increasing the coverage of the dose with higher coverage has a larger impact. For example, if the second dose has lower coverage than the first dose, and the doses are administered independently, then the second dose is administered with equal
proportional coverage to the population of individuals who missed the first dose as it is to the population of individuals who received the first dose. Improving second dose coverage by 10% would provide an additional 10% coverage to the population of individuals who missed the first dose. In comparison, improving first dose coverage by 10% would provide an additional 10% coverage to the population of individuals who will later miss the second dose, which is a larger population as second dose coverage is lower. Regardless, improving coverage of either dose increases the proportion of the population that receives at least one dose and reduces primary vaccine failure.

In contrast, high correlation reduces the benefit incurred by increasing the coverage of a given dose. When doses are administered in a totally dependent fashion, increasing the coverage of the dose with lower coverage has very little benefit. For example, if the second dose has lower coverage than the first dose, and the doses are totally dependent, then the second dose is administered only to individuals who have already had the first dose. Therefore, increasing the coverage of the second dose will be minimally beneficial, as it will not increase the proportion of the population receiving at least one dose, but simply increase the proportion of the population receiving both doses and therefore reduce primary vaccine failure. By comparison, increasing the coverage of the first dose in this case will increase the proportion of the population receiving at least one dose and thus have a much larger effect on the resulting population immunity, despite increasing the proportion of people who get just one dose, and therefore increasing primary vaccine failure.

When estimating population immunity from coverage, it is therefore important that we know the correlation. Second dose coverage has improved from 2005 to 2015 in all six WHO Health
regions, and first dose coverage has improved in five of them (all regions except the Americas (AMR)) (Fig. 4.3). We estimated population immunity from those coverages for four contexts; i) developing age structure with doses administered dependently, ii) developing age structure with doses administered independently, iii) developed age structure with doses administered dependently and iv) developed age structure with doses administered independently (Fig. 4.4). The two age structures differed in the proportion of children under five. Each region is made up of many countries, all with different age structures, so we compared the population immunity for the two extremes of the range of age structures, rather than estimating the true average age structure of a region. For each health region, the level of population immunity maintained by vaccination was much greater when doses were administered independently. In four health regions (the American Region (AMR), the Eastern Mediterranean Region (EMR), the European Region (EUR), and the Western Pacific Region (WPR)), the improvement in population immunity achieved by the improvement in coverage was dwarfed by the improvement in population immunity that could be achieved by decorrelating doses. The Southeast Asian Region (SEAR) had a much larger increase in coverage than the others (Fig. 4.3), so coverage improved population immunity slightly more than decorrelating doses would (Fig. 4.4). In the African Region (AFR), first dose coverage improved a lot relative to second dose coverage (Fig. 4.3), so the improvement in coverage significantly improved population immunity (Fig. 4.4). In all regions, decorrelating first and second doses had a larger effect on population immunity than differences in age structure did. In regions close to elimination, correlation between the doses could be the difference between achieving or maintaining elimination or not, although this will depend on the specific local age structure, as it did in Chapter 3.
Discussion

In most countries, a two dose routine immunization strategy is used to maintain high levels of population immunity to measles and, in places where the disease is eliminated, prevent prolonged reemergence of this deadly disease (WHO 2016). The second dose of a two dose strategy to maintain measles elimination is administered with two main goals (Gupta et al. 2011). One is to reduce primary vaccine failure by providing a second chance for individuals for whom the first dose was ineffective to become immune. The second is to provide a chance for individuals who missed the first dose to be vaccinated at all. Correlation between the populations receiving each dose affects how well each of these aims are met, with high correlation improving performance under the first objective and low correlation improving performance under the second objective. When coverage of each dose is 100%, then everyone receives both the first and second dose, so the proportion of the population receiving at least one dose is unchanged regardless of correlation. However, when coverage falls short of 100%, correlation has a significant impact on the proportion of the population receiving at least one dose, and therefore on the proportion of the population that is immune.

When doses are administered in a totally dependent fashion and coverage of each dose is relatively similar, almost every individual who receives at least one dose receives both doses, as the dose with smaller coverage is administered solely to individuals who had the other dose. In this case, only the first aim of the second dose is met – the second dose solely catches individuals for whom the first dose was ineffective. When doses are administered independently with the same coverage, more individuals receive at least one dose, and the second aim is met, at the partial expense of the first aim, as fewer individuals receive two doses, and therefore fewer receive two chances to seroconvert. However, this still invariably results in a smaller proportion
of susceptible individuals remaining in the population and therefore a greater chance of maintaining measles elimination overall.

While not reported, correlation is unlikely to be independent of age structure and coverage. In developed countries, there is a relatively small proportion of children under five, and healthcare access is relatively high, so coverage is also likely high. Unvaccinated individuals likely cannot or will not receive a dose of measles containing vaccine, regardless of whether they are able to access healthcare at the appropriate age. In these countries, correlation between two routine doses of measles containing vaccine is likely relatively high. In comparison, developing countries have a relatively large proportion of children under five, but also often have poor health access, and therefore lower coverage with routine immunization. Individuals in these countries who miss one dose may be willing and able to receive vaccine, they were just unable to access healthcare at the appropriate age to receive a dose. In this case, doses are likely to be administered more or less independently, as children receive what doses they have access to receive. However, it is also possible that health access is highly heterogeneous, with some individuals able to access healthcare routinely and other individuals never able to access healthcare – in this case, correlation between each dose would be high, even in the developing context.

It is important to understand correlation when making management recommendations. In a scenario when one dose has much higher coverage than the second dose, it may seem intuitive to focus on improving coverage of the dose that has relatively low coverage. However, if correlation between the populations receiving each dose is high, this will in fact be much less beneficial than working to improve coverage of the dose that already has higher coverage.
Average MCV2 coverage was lower than average MCV1 coverage in every WHO health region (Fig. 4.3 – all arrows fall below the 1:1 line). If doses in the component countries were administered dependently, focusing on increasing first dose coverage would have the biggest impact, however, MCV2 coverage increased far more than MCV1 coverage did in all regions except Africa – in fact, in the American health region, MCV1 coverage actually declined while MCV2 coverage increased. While high MCV2 coverage is important to effectively maintain elimination, its relative importance to high MCV1 coverage depends on correlation.

The effects of correlation are likely to pertain to supplemental immunization activities (SIAs) as well as routine immunization (Chapter 6). SIAs are typically thought to be able to reach populations that are not reached by the routine health system (WHO Measles and Rubella Initiative 2013), but that may not always be the case (Lessler et al. 2011). If SIAs are administered independently of whether children received a routine dose of measles containing vaccine, then SIAs will substantially improve the proportion of the population receiving at least one dose. However, SIAs are logistically difficult to perform, and may reach the populations with the best access to the health system first (Metcalf et al. 2015), meaning that they may be administered primarily to children who also receive routine immunization. If the populations reached by SIAs are highly correlated with the populations receiving routine immunizations, the true impact of SIAs could be greatly overestimated, leading to misconceptions about the true state of immunity in the population unless we measure that correlation.

A high correlation may result from routinely missed populations, such as the Roma populations in Europe (Nedeljković et al. 2016). While increasing the coverage of either dose always decreases the proportion left susceptible in the population, exploring novel vaccination strategies
may provide opportunities to reduce the susceptible population by decorrelating doses, without necessarily improving coverage of either dose. For example, mobile vaccination strategies could provide opportunities for groups with poor healthcare access to receive at least one dose. Modelling these strategies in a spatially explicit way, but also accounting for correlation, could provide estimates of how much population immunity would be improved, depending on how well these strategies reach people who are not otherwise reached by the routine health system.

Decorrelating doses does come at the cost of vaccine efficacy – as fewer individuals receive two doses, fewer individuals receive both opportunities to seroconvert. This may cause misleading indicators, as the observed rate of primary vaccine failure will increase, perhaps indicating a failure of vaccination in a place where the susceptible proportion is actually decreasing. While our model is relatively simple, a more complex model could explore this tradeoff in full.

The simplicity of our modeling approach comes with one significant advantage, however, in that it could be applied to many diseases with a multiple dose vaccine schedule. The tradeoff between primary vaccine failure and the proportion of the population receiving at least one dose that comes with correlation pertains to many other vaccine schedules. However, if individuals require multiple doses to successfully seroconvert, population immunity may depend more on the proportion of the population that receives at least two doses than on the proportion of the population that receives at least one. In this case, high correlation would outperform low correlation with respect to population immunity. Thus, the relative benefits of low or high correlation could be reversed for other diseases, depending on the probability that an individual fully seroconverts following just one dose. In short, our work shows that careful consideration of both coverage and correlation of doses of measles containing vaccine may allow
improvements in population immunity that would be more difficult to achieve by addressing coverage alone.
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Figure 4.1: Vaccination and immunity class breakdown when first dose coverage is 85% and second dose coverage is 80%. Also shown is the rate of vaccine failure and the resulting proportion of the population that is susceptible. a) The vaccination classes when doses are administered dependently. The proportion of the population left susceptible here is 18.9%. b) The immune classes when
doses are administered dependently. The rate of primary vaccine failure here is 0.6%. c) The vaccine classes when doses are administered independently. The proportion of the population left susceptible here is 10%, which is less than when doses are administered dependently. d) The immune classes when doses are administered independently. The rate of primary vaccine failure here is 1.8%, which is greater than when doses are administered dependently.
Figure 4.2: The susceptible proportion remaining for a range of first and second dose coverages, correlations, and age structure parameters. The contours indicate various threshold levels of immunity, where <5% susceptible within the population is generally considered sufficient to
maintain elimination and is colored in blue. The white dashed line indicates where the coverage of each dose is equal.
Figure 4.3: The average reported MCV1 (x-axis) and MCV2 (y-axis) coverages for each of 6 WHO health regions between 2005 and 2014. The unpointed end of the arrow represents the average coverage from 2005-2009. The pointed end represents the average coverage from 2010-2014. Missing reports were assumed to be 0. AFR is the African Region, AMR is the American
Region, EMR is the Eastern Mediterranean Region, EUR is the European Region, WPR is the Western Pacific Region, and SEAR is the Southeast Asian Region.
Figure 4.4: The improvement in population immunity for each WHO health region from 2005-2014, in each of four different contexts, using coverages shown in Fig. 3. AFR is the African Region, AMR is the American Region, EMR is the Eastern Mediterranean Region, EUR is the European Region, WPR is the Western Pacific Region, and SEAR is the Southeast Asian Region. The unpointed
end is the population immunity maintained by the average first and second dose coverages from 2005 to 2009, and the pointed end is the population immunity maintained by the average first and second dose coverages from 2010 to 2014. The four contexts are the four crosses of developing and developed age structures (“dvg” and “dvd”, respectively) with dependent and independent administration of doses (“dep” and “ind”, respectively). Each of these contexts represents a corner of Fig. 4.2.
Chapter 5

Objectives matter: Optimal age targets to minimize incidence of a measles reintroduction outbreak are not the same as those to minimize mortality

Amalie McKee, Matthew Ferrari, Katriona Shea

Abstract

Clearly specified objectives are crucial to inform management actions. However, measles management objectives are usually stated as non-specific “control” objectives, or as a dual objective to reduce incidence and reduce mortality. Using the combination of a steady-state analysis of the distribution of immunity in a disease-free state and an outbreak simulation, we show that the optimal age targets of a two dose routine immunization strategy are not the same under different objectives. When measles is absent, the age targets that maximize population immunity and those maximize the proportion of children under five years of age that is immune are different. When an outbreak happens, the age targets that minimize incidence and those that minimize mortality are often different. How similar or different they are depends on the coverage of each dose, the correlation between the populations receiving each dose, and the age structure of the population. For the situations examined here, outcomes for pre-invasion objectives differed by up to nearly 10%, while outcomes for post-invasion objectives differed by up to 2%. Choosing age targets to optimize under one objective may come with a significant sacrifice in performance under the other objective; a clear a priori statement of objective is essential before management actions can be satisfactorily evaluated.
Introduction

Formal decision analysis, often encapsulated in structured decision making, can be used objectively to compare management alternatives in pursuit of a specific objective (Intriligator 1971, Clemen and Reilly 2001, Dorazio and Johnson 2003, Martin et al. 2009). Decision analysis has been used to evaluate management in a variety of ecological systems (Williams and Johnson 1995, Conroy et al. 2008), and recent work has begun to apply this approach to epidemiological systems as well (Shea et al. 2014). Decision theory requires managers to explicitly state the objective, as no optimization can proceed without a formal measure against which to evaluate the performance of different management strategies (Possingham et al. 2001, Runge 2011). However, objectives are often non-specific; for example, the aim to ‘control’ an epidemic may in fact be interpreted variously as ‘to reduce spread’, ‘to reduce incidence’, or ‘to reduce mortality’. The importance of a formally specified objective has been shown, not just in ecological systems (e.g. Shea et al. 2010, Game et al. 2013), but also for epidemiological systems (Probert et al. 2016).

Measles, a leading cause of vaccine-preventable childhood death (Cutts et al. 2013), is an important target for global eradication (Christie and Gay 2011). This global eradication comprises two parts; achieving elimination in places where the disease is present, and maintaining elimination in places where the disease is absent. Many countries, including every country in the Americas, seven in the Western Pacific Region, and 22 in Europe, have achieved elimination (Perry et al. 2015), but must still continuously work to maintain it. As increased globalization means countries face constant potential reintroduction events (Gushulak and MacPherson 2004), successfully maintaining elimination requires mitigating the outbreaks sparked by these reintroduction events – for example, Brazil is no longer considered measles
free, as an outbreak that started in 2013 sustained transmission for more than one year (Perry et al. 2015). It is important for countries to carefully choose an immunization strategy to minimize the impact of such reintroduction events. The need for continued measles control is recognized globally, and the 4th UN Millennium Development Goal, under which measles is managed, has a stated objective to reduce child mortality (WHO 2011). Measles vaccination coverage is used as an indicator of performance under this goal (WHO 2011). However, measles control objectives are often stated as a combination of incidence and mortality reduction targets (Dowdle 1998, Perry et al. 2014).

Most countries that have achieved elimination use a two dose strategy to maintain it (Christie and Gay 2011). This two dose strategy consists of either one routine dose and a second dose administered through supplemental immunization activities or multiple routine doses of measles containing vaccine administered at two specified age targets (Hall and Jolley 2011) – we focus here on the latter. The vaccine has an age-specific efficacy, as maternal-acquired antibodies prevent children from seroconverting if they are vaccinated before their antibody titer has sufficiently waned (de Quadros et al. 1998). Age targets for vaccination are chosen to balance this age-specific efficacy with the effectiveness of the program (McLean and Anderson 1988, et al. 2015). In places where the disease is endemic, this means vaccinating infants after their maternal antibodies have waned but before they are exposed to the disease (McLean and Anderson 1988). In places where the disease has been eliminated, the upper bound on effective age targets for vaccination is not explicit, but vaccination must still occur at a young enough age that a sufficient proportion of the population is sufficiently immune to maintain elimination (McKee et al. 2015).
A two dose vaccination strategy results in a susceptible population with three subpopulations; individuals younger than the first dose age target, individuals between the two age targets, and individuals older than the second dose age target. The second dose may either serve as a second opportunity (that is, simply a second time individuals can come to a clinic and receive at least one dose), or a true second dose (which is only administered to children who had the first dose). Whether the second dose is a true second dose or a second opportunity depends on the health system. This, along with coverage of each dose, has a strong effect on the proportion of the population that falls into each of the three susceptible subpopulations.

In order to minimize incidence, it is important to minimize the total proportion of the population susceptible to measles (Steffens et al. 2010). However, measles has an age-specific mortality risk; children under five are much more likely to die if infected than are older children and adults (Wolfson et al. 2009). How much more likely depends on location, vaccine status, and nutritional status. Wolfson et al. analyze case fatality ratios reported by 102 studies in 29 countries. For each study that reported a different case fatality ratio for yearly age classes up to 5+ years old, case fatality ratio was lowest in children who were 5+ years old, but the overall worldwide trend in case fatality ratio with age was less clear (Wolfson et al. 2009). Therefore, the first two susceptible subpopulations resulting from a two dose vaccine policy (children too young to receive the first dose and children between the first and second dose) may disproportionately contribute to mortality. Due to this disproportionate contribution, the optimal age targets to minimize incidence may not be the optimal age targets to minimize mortality.

Thus, “controlling an outbreak” or “minimizing the impact of an outbreak” may refer to either minimizing mortality or minimizing incidence, but the two are different objectives and the optimal age targets for the two may differ. Only in the situation of complete elimination will the
two objectives necessarily coincide; zero cases lead to zero fatalities. We find the optimal age targets to minimize incidence and to minimize mortality, first by using a steady state analysis of a deterministic dynamical model in the disease free setting, and then after disease invasion by using the outcomes of a stochastic epidemic model. We compare the optimal age targets for each of the two objectives for two correlations (low and high) between the first and second dose, and two population structures, to find under what conditions the two objectives are or are not congruent.

Methods

We use two basic models in this paper, to model two different settings. The first model is a steady-state model for the age distribution of susceptibility maintained by two routine doses of vaccine in a disease-free setting (based on the models in Chapters 3 and 4). This model represents the post-elimination state, before disease reinvasion, where the only sources of immunity in the population are maternal immunity and vaccine-derived immunity. The second model is a stochastic model of the disease dynamics following disease invasion (Metcalf et al. 2011). This model represents the consequences of a reintroduction event, and we can use it to find the incidence and mortality risk of an outbreak.

We first find the optimal age targets for the disease-free setting using a steady state analysis of an age-structured dynamical model. We divide the population into 77 age classes; monthly up to age 5, then yearly up to age 20, then 20-50, and 50+. We use two basic age structures; one where children under 5 make up 10% of the population (which we call a “developed” age structure), and one where children under 5 make up 15% of the population (which we call a “developing” age structure) (McKee et al. 2015, Chapter 2). Each age class is then divided into
one of four vaccine classes; unvaccinated, vaccinated with the first dose only, vaccinated with the second dose only, and vaccinated with both doses.

Each vaccine class is then divided into one of three immune classes; maternally immune, susceptible, and immunized. We assume that maternal immunity wanes exponentially, with 10% of individuals who were born with maternal immunity retaining maternal immunity at 9 months. In previous chapters, we assumed that maternal immunity waned exponentially with a mean at 3 months, meaning around 5% of children would have retained maternal antibodies at 9 months, but we now use a different distribution for added realism. The qualitative results of previous chapters are the same regardless of the actual function used for maternal immunity. We assume that the proportion of individuals born with maternal immunity is equal to the proportion of individuals who were successfully vaccinated in the previous generation, and find the equilibrial proportion using a generational model. We also assume that each dose is only 95% effective when administered to a susceptible individual, in order to account for other means of vaccine failure, such as cold chain disruption (Lessler et al. 2011). In total, this means that only 85% of doses administered at 9 months to children born with maternal immunity are effective (Simons et al. 2011).

From this age-specific distribution of immune classes, we can find the age distribution of susceptibility within the population and the total proportion susceptible. As children under five years of age are more likely to die due to infection (Wolfson et al. 2009), we also find the total proportion of children under five who are susceptible from a given combination of vaccine age targets and coverages. We find the population immunity and proportion of children under 5 for each combination of age targets for a range of specified coverages, and then find which age targets maximize population immunity or the proportion of children under 5 who are immune.
We then simulate disease dynamics for two years after disease invasion using a stochastic SIR model adapted from Metcalf et al. (2011). We use a two week time step, so that individuals are only infectious for one time step, as is consistent with measles epidemiology. We assume homogenous mixing, but use an age structured transmission parameter, so that the force of infection is peaked at 3 years of age (Ferrari et al. 2010) and scale it so that \( R_0 \), the basic reproductive ratio of the disease, is 20 (Moss and Griffin 2006). We seed the epidemic by randomly selecting 1% of the susceptible population to be infected. We include population demography in our model, but scale birth and death rates so that the population size and age structure are both constant. For each combination of coverage, age targets, age structure, and means of administering the second dose, we find the age-specific incidence and total mortality risk. As true case fatality rates vary from place to place (Wolfson et al. 2009), we do not find the absolute mortality due to an outbreak, but rather assume that mortality risk is some function of age-specific incidence for simplicity. Here, we assume children under five are twice as likely to die due to infection as older children and adults (Metcalf et al. 2011). While the true case fatality rate in children under five is not always double the case fatality rate in older children and adults, it is always greater, and the relative value varies country to country (Wolfson et al. 2009). We then compare incidence and mortality risk for outbreaks across a selection of age targets, in order to find the optimal age targets to minimize mortality or incidence conditional on coverage, age structure, and means of implementing the second dose.

**Results**

We divide our results into eight basic categories; all possible combinations of three pairs of basic scenario alternatives. The first pair of alternatives is the disease context; pre-invasion (Fig. 5.1, Fig. 5.3 a-d, Fig. 5.4 a-d) and post-invasion (Fig. 5.2, Fig. 5.3 e-h, Fig. 5.4 e-h). The second pair
is the means of administering the second dose; dependently (Fig. 5.1-5.4 a-b and e-f), where the second dose is administered only to children who have had the first dose, or independently (Fig. 5.1-5.4 c-d and g-h), where the second dose is administered independently of whether children had the first dose. The third pair is the age structure; developed, with a relatively small proportion of children under five, (Fig. 5.1-5.4 a, c, e, g) and developing, with a relatively large proportion of children under five (Fig. 5.1-5.4 b, d, f, g). In each category, we compare two basic objectives. In the pre-invasion state, we compare minimizing the total proportion susceptible (Fig. 5.1 a-d) with minimizing the total proportion of children under five who are susceptible (Fig. 5.1 e-h). In the post invasion state, we compare minimizing incidence (Fig. 5.2 a-d) with minimizing mortality (Fig. 5.2 e-h).

In the pre-invasion scenario, when the second dose is administered dependently, the optimal first dose target to maximize population immunity (given 90% first and second dose coverage) occurs earlier in life than if the second dose was administered independently (Fig. 5.1 a-b vs. c-d), regardless of age structure. This is because every individual who has the first dose gets the second dose and all individuals who fail to seroconvert the first time will have a second chance to become immune, so the efficacy of the first dose is less important for population immunity. However, while the optimal age target for the first dose occurs later in life when the doses are administered independently, much higher levels of population immunity are achieved.

In the pre-invasion scenario, the optimal age targets to maximize the proportion of children under 5 who are immune (given 90% first and second dose coverage) occur much earlier in life than the optimal age targets to maximize population immunity (Fig. 5.1 e-h vs. a-d), regardless of age structure or correlation of the second dose. This reduces the proportion of susceptible individuals too young to receive the first dose and the proportion of susceptible individuals
between doses, at the cost of increasing the total proportion of susceptible individuals. Therefore, the two pre-invasion objectives are not congruent in any scenario when first and second dose coverage are 90%.

In the post-invasion scenario, when doses are administered dependently, the optimal first dose age target to minimize both incidence and mortality (given 90% first and second dose coverage) falls very early in life, regardless of age structure – at 2 months of age (Fig. 5.2 a-b, e-f). While this means that the first dose has a very low efficacy, every individual who gets the first dose will later get the second dose, so each individual will have a second chance at becoming immune. As the force of infection peaks in very young children, and very young children are most likely to die due to infection, protecting very young children is especially important, thereby driving the optimal age target for the first dose down.

When doses are administered independently in the post-invasion scenario, the optimal first and second dose age targets to minimize both incidence and mortality (given 90% first and second dose coverage) are both later in life than the optimal age targets when they are dependent (Fig. 5.2 c-d vs. a-b and g-h vs. e-f), regardless of age structure. However, incidence is much lower for a much wider range of age targets, as a much greater proportion of the population has received at least one dose.

The differences, in months, between the optimal age targets to optimize performance under the two pre-invasion objectives (maximize population immunity and maximize the proportion of children under five that are immune), is greatest for high first dose coverage and low second dose coverage when doses are administered dependently (Fig. 5.3 a-b), and for any first dose coverage with low second dose coverage when doses are administered independently (Fig. 5.3 c-d). The optimal age targets to maximize population immunity are always later in life than the
optimal age targets to maximize the proportion of children under five who are immune. This is true for both age structures, although the overall difference is larger on a developed age structure (Fig. 5.3 a and c vs. Fig. 5.3 b and d), as the high proportion of children under 5 means that the optimal age targets to maximize population immunity fall earlier in life on a developed age structure.

The differences, in months, between the optimal age targets to optimize performance under the two post-invasion objectives (minimize incidence and minimize mortality) have a much less clear pattern. The optimal age targets to minimize incidence are always later in life, or at equal ages, to the optimal age targets to minimize incidence. When doses are administered independently, there is no clear relationship between first and second dose coverage and the difference in the optimal age targets (Fig. 5.3 e-f), regardless of age structure. However, when doses are administered independently, the difference is greatest for low first dose coverage, regardless of age structure (Fig. 5.3 g-h). Note that the very young ages of the optimal age targets, as well as the resolution of this figure, may contribute to the difficulty distinguishing a pattern.

The population immunity achieved when vaccinating using age targets chosen to maximize the proportion of children under five that is immune can differ by as much as 4% from the population immunity achieved when using age targets chosen to maximize population immunity (Fig. 5.4 a-d). The proportion of children under five that is immune when vaccinating using age targets chosen to maximize total population immunity can differ by as much as 9.5% from the proportion of children under five that is immune when using age targets chosen to maximize that proportion (Fig. 5.4 a-d). In this situation, using age targets chosen to optimize performance under one pre-invasion objective comes with a sacrifice in performance under the other pre-
invasion objective. This sacrifice is present regardless of age structure and means of administering the second dose, although it is largest when doses are administered independently to a population with a developed age structure. As coverage increases, the difference in payoffs when using age targets chosen to maximize the other objective decreases (Fig. 5.4 a-d).

Incidence can increase by up to 2% when using age targets chosen to minimize mortality risk and mortality risk can increase by up to 1.5% when using age targets chosen to minimize incidence (Fig. 5.4 e-h). There is often, but not always, a difference in performance under one post-invasion objective when using age targets chosen to optimize performance under the other. This loss is especially large when doses are administered dependently, although the pattern with respect to coverage is much less clear for the difference in performance under one post-invasion objective when using age targets chosen to minimize the outcome under the other objective, and the effect is usually smaller than for the pre-invasion scenario (less than 2%).

**Discussion**

In order to maintain measles elimination, it is important that we control outbreaks sparked by reintroduction events. However, “controlling” these outbreaks could mean either minimizing the incidence of or minimizing the mortality due to these outbreaks (Dowdle 1998, Perry et al. 2014). While the two objectives seem similar at first glance, they may not always be the same when it comes to making management recommendations, as not all children are equally likely to die due to measles infection. Ultimately, the two objectives will be the same in the context of eradication, as no cases means no disease-induced mortality, but in the interim, explicitly stating a management objective in terms of one specific measure could change management recommendations.
The incidence of an outbreak depends on the age-specific force of infection and age-distribution of susceptibility prior to an outbreak (Ferrari et al. 2010). In a disease-free setting, knowing the former may be difficult, so choosing age targets to maximize the proportion of the population that is immune to measles may be the most intuitive way to minimize the incidence of an outbreak, as it minimizes the number of susceptible individuals who may be infected. Without knowing the dynamics of an outbreak, which are dependent on population contact structure (Burr and Chowell 2009), knowing the true age-specific risk can be difficult. However, we do know that children under five are more likely to die due to infection (Wolfson et al. 2009), so maximizing the proportion of children under five who are immune may be the most effective way to minimize the mortality of an outbreak without knowing the age-specific force of infection or contact structure. The age targets to maximize the proportion of children under five who are immune are not the same as the age targets that maximize population immunity, however, and generally fall much earlier in life, at the cost of efficacy of each dose (Fig. 5.1 a-d vs. e-h).

After an outbreak, the age-specific risk of infection can be inferred from the age-specific incidence (Ferrari et al. 2010). If the force of infection in highest in very young children, the optimal age targets to minimize incidence and to minimize mortality fall much earlier in life than the optimal age targets to maximize population immunity. How much earlier depends on the way the second dose is administered (as in Chapter 3); if the second dose is the true second dose, then the first dose should be administered almost at birth, as each individual will have a second chance to become immune, whereas if the second dose is the second opportunity to receive vaccine at all, then the first dose should be administered slightly later in life. Here we assume children under five are twice as likely to die as older children and adults, but true case fatality ratios are more variable (Wolfson et al. 2009). A more severe difference in case fatality ratios
might result in even younger optimal age targets. Furthermore, specific case fatality ratios may depend on a variety of factors; both constant factors, such as location, and factors that may vary over the course of an outbreak, such as healthcare availability or the number of concurrent cases. This could change age target selection for the different objectives.

The difference in optimal age targets under each objective, and the difference in payoff for choosing age targets that are optimal for a different objective, depends on coverage and age structure as well as on the way in which the second dose is administered. It is possible that win-win scenarios exist, where performance under each objectives are optimal or at least within some target range (Perry et al. 2015), but this will not always pertain. Coverage is generally relatively consistent year-to-year in places where the disease has been eliminated, so we recommend that countries reevaluate the age targets at which they administer vaccines in the context of their specific coverage levels, correlation and age structure, and being explicit about what objective they are trying to achieve.
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Figure 5.1: Each panel shows the payoff under one pre-invasion objective (proportion of the total population of children under five immune) when vaccinating with 90% first and second dose coverage at a range of first and second dose age targets (specified in months), for all combinations of two age structures and two means of implementing the second dose with respect to correlation. The optimal combination of age targets (that is, the combination that maximizes the payoff under the given objective) in each panel is
highlighted by a white diamond, and given in text in the lower right. **A-D** The total proportion of the total population that is immune after vaccination. **E-H** The proportion of children under five that are immune after vaccination.
Figure 5.2: Each panel shows the payoff under one post-invasion objective (to minimize incidence or to minimize mortality) when vaccinating with 90% first and second dose coverage at a range of first and second dose age targets (specified in months), for all combinations of two age structures and two means (dependent or independent) of implementing the second dose with respect to correlation. The optimal combination of age targets (that is, the combination that maximizes the payoff under the given objective) in
each panel is highlighted by a white diamond, and given in text in the lower right. **A-D** The average incidence of a reintroduction outbreak. **E-H** The average mortality of a reintroduction outbreak.
Figure 5.3: The difference between the optimal age targets under each objective, in months, for a range of coverages and all combinations of two age structures and the two means of administering the second dose (correlated or not with the first dose). In the pre-invasion context (A-D), this is the optimal age targets to maximize population immunity minus the optimal age targets to maximize the proportion of children under five who are immune. In the post-invasion context (E-H), this is the optimal age targets to minimize incidence minus the optimal age targets to minimize mortality risk. A-D The difference in age targets for the two pre-
invasion objectives (maximizing population immunity and maximizing the proportion of children under 5 who are immune). E-H The difference in age targets for the two post-invasion objectives (minimizing incidence and minimizing mortality).
**Figure 5.4:** The cost, in performance under one objective, of choosing age targets that maximize performance under the other, for a range of coverages (assuming first and second dose coverage are the same) and all combinations of two age structures and two means of administering the second dose. **A-D** The difference in the pre-invasion objectives (maximizing population immunity and maximizing the proportion of children under 5 who are immune). **E-H** The difference in the post-invasion objectives (minimizing mortality and minimizing incidence).
Chapter 6

When is routine immunization better than supplemental immunization activities for maintaining elimination?

Amalie McKee, Katriona Shea, Matthew Ferrari

Abstract

In regions where measles has been eliminated, sustaining high population immunity levels is critical to avoid reinvasion of the disease. Control efforts typically consist of two doses of measles containing vaccine, with the first dose administered through routine immunization at a specific target age. The second dose may be administered either as a second routine dose at a later target age, or through supplemental immunization activities (SIAs), which vaccinate all children within a specified age range over a short period of time. We evaluate the relative performance of each means of administering the second dose, alone and combined, on maintaining high levels of population immunity using a steady state analysis of a dynamical model for immunity within a disease-free population. We find that, in order to outperform SIAs, a second routine dose must usually have much higher coverage than SIAs, though the magnitude required depends on first dose coverage. The exception is if the overlap between the populations receiving the first and second dose is much lower than expected (low correlation between the first and second routine doses) and the overlap between the populations receiving the first dose and SIAs is much higher than expected (high correlation between the first dose and SIA). When both routine doses and SIAs are administered, population immunity is always improved, but the magnitude of improvement is uncertain without knowing correlation. Careful selection of long-term maintenance of elimination strategies, including whether to phase out SIAs under current programmatic conditions, should take correlation into consideration as well as coverage.
Introduction

After decades of control efforts (Henao-Restrepo et al. 2005), measles remains an important contributor to global childhood mortality (Simons et al. 2012). As such, it is a primary target for global eradication (WHO 2011, Moss and Strebel 2011). Eradication comprises two steps; achieving local elimination, and then maintaining local elimination (Andrews and Langmuir 1963). In order to achieve either part, the proportion of the population immune to measles must be extremely high, and therefore measles containing vaccine coverage must also be high (Orenstein et al. 2000). High coverage is achieved worldwide through two doses of measles containing vaccine (Hall and Jolley 2011). The first dose is typically a routine dose, where children come to a clinic to be vaccinated at a specified target age, usually early in life (Metcalf et al. 2011). A second dose is usually administered, either through a second routine dose at another target age or through supplemental immunization activities (SIAs), where children within a target age range are vaccinated at a specific time (Christie and Gay 2011). However, routine immunizations and supplemental immunization activities may perform substantially differently, both with respect to coverage and the resulting population immunity (Lessler et al. 2011).

Routine immunizations for measles are administered as part of an extensive childhood vaccine schedule (WHO 2016a). In places where healthcare access is good, coverage of these immunizations is typically high (WHO 2016b, WHO 2016c). However, in places where healthcare access is poor, coverage of these immunizations may be low, and children who cannot access a clinic to receive the first dose may also be unable to receive the second dose (Favin et al. 2010, WHO 2016b, WHO 2016c). As such, when the second dose is administered through routine immunization, correlation between populations receiving the first and second dose is
likely high (WHO 2013), and the second dose is unlikely to reach children who missed the first dose (Chapter 4).

SIAs are campaigns conducted over an extensive area, with millions of doses administered within a very short time period (Vijayaraghavan 2007). Doses are typically administered to children within a specified age range (Wagner 2016). SIAs may overlap, in that an individual may be eligible for vaccination in multiple sequential SIAs (WHO 2015). SIAs are difficult to run, more expensive than routine immunization (WHO 2013, Gandhi and Lydon 2014), and often funded by external sources (Hoekstra et al. 2011, MSF 2013). There is great uncertainty about the impact of these campaigns, with reported coverage often exceeding 100% (WHO 2015), although true coverage is usually estimated, through combinations of health surveys and administrative data, to be much lower (Lessler et al. 2011). One benefit of these campaigns has typically been thought to be that they reach children who are not reached by the routine health system (WHO 2013, Vijayaraghavan 2007). However, this may not be entirely true, as children who are accessible to the routine health system are likely also the most accessible to these SIAs (Metcalf et al. 2015). Thus, while the correlation between the populations receiving the first dose and SIAs is likely low, it may be much higher than anticipated.

Typically, as a country proceeds towards elimination, policy makers start by recommending a combination of a single routine dose and SIAs (WHO 2012). Once coverage of the first routine dose is sufficiently high, typically around 80% (WHO 2013), introduction of a second routine dose is recommended. Once elimination has been achieved, or routine coverage of both doses is sufficiently high, SIAs are phased out (WHO 2012). This approach has been very successful in many countries, including most countries in the Americas (Castillo-Solorzano et al. 2011). However, the relative importance of SIAs and routine immunization likely depends on the health
system, and what populations are reached by each method of administering a second dose of measles containing vaccine (WHO 2013).

In this paper, we consider the impact of different combinations of vaccine strategies on the maintenance of elimination. Specifically, we consider the population immunity maintained by four combinations of vaccine strategies; one routine dose, one routine dose and SIAs, two routine doses, and two routine doses and SIAs. To estimate the resulting population immunity, we conduct a steady state analysis of a dynamical model for immunity within a disease-free population. We conduct this analysis for a range of coverages and correlations between doses, here for specific age targets, maternal immunity and age structure. This allows us to ask three critical questions: 1) What coverage does a second dose require, relative to SIAs and first dose coverage, to outperform SIAs with respect to population immunity maintained? 2) How does this threshold coverage change if the first dose and SIAs are not administered independently (as expected)? 3) In what situations should a routine second dose be added in place of SIAs to maintain population immunity?

**Methods**

For each of the four combinations of vaccine strategies we model the proportion immune. We first divide the proportion into vaccine classes, then divide each vaccine class into age-specific immunity classes, then sum them to find the total proportion and age distribution of immunity. To divide the population into vaccine classes, we first find the proportion of the population that receives the first and second doses (Eqn. 1 a-b), and the proportion that receives the first dose and SIAs (Eqn. 2 a-b). We divide the population into eight vaccine classes; i) individuals who receive all three doses (Eqn. 3), ii) individuals who receive only the first and second routine doses (Eqn. 4), iii) individuals who receive only the first dose and SIAs (Eqn. 5), iv) individuals
who receive only the second dose and SIAs (Eqn. 6 a-d, for each of the four combinations of ways first dose coverage can overlap with second dose coverage and SIA coverage), v) individuals who receive only the first dose (Eqn. 7), vi) individuals who receive only the second dose (Eqn. 8), vii) individuals who receive only SIAs (Eqn. 9), and viii) individuals who miss all doses (Eqn. 10).

The proportion of the population that receives the first and second doses depends on the coverage of each dose. If first dose coverage exceeds or equals second dose coverage, the proportion that receives both doses is:

\[
if(v_1 \geq v_2): p(1st, 2nd) = v_1 \left( v_2 \left( 1 - corr_2 \right) + corr_2 \frac{v_2}{v_1} \right)
\]

(1a)

When the correlation between the two doses \((corr_2)\) is 0, this is simply the product of the coverages of the first and second dose, as we would expect if the doses are administered independently. When the correlation is 1, this is simply the coverage of the second dose; the second dose is administered only to individuals who received the first dose.

If first dose coverage is less than second dose coverage, the proportion that receives both doses is:

\[
if(v_1 < v_2): p(1st, 2nd) = v_2 \left( v_1 \left( 1 - corr_2 \right) + corr_2 \frac{v_1}{v_2} \right)
\]

(1b)

When the correlation between the two doses \((corr_2)\) is 0, this the product of the coverages of the first and second dose. When the correlation is 1, this is simply the coverage of the first dose; the second dose is administered first to all individuals who received the first dose, and then the remaining doses are administered to other individuals. These equations (1 a-b) are the same equations we used to find the proportion of the population immunized with both doses in Chapter 4.
The proportion of the population that gets the first dose and SIAs also depends on the coverage of each dose. If first dose coverage exceeds or equals SIA coverage, this proportion is:

\[ p(1st, SIA) = v_1 \left( v_{SIA}(1 - corr_{SIA}) + corr_{SIA} v_{SIA} v_1 \right) \]  

(2a)

If the correlation between the first dose and SIAs (corr\(_{SIA}\)) is 0, this is simply the product of first dose coverage and SIA coverage, as we would expect if the two are independent. If the correlation is 1, this is simply SIA coverage, as in this situation, SIAs would be administered only to children who already had the first dose.

If first dose coverage is less than SIA coverage, the proportion of the population that receives the first dose and SIAs is:

\[ p(1st, SIA) = v_{SIA} \left( v_1 (1 - corr_{SIA}) + corr_{SIA} v_1 \right) \]  

(2b)

When the correlation between the first dose and SIAs is 0, this is again the product of the first dose coverage and SIA coverage. When the correlation is 1, this is first dose coverage, as every individual who receives the first dose will eventually receive an SIA, but SIAs are administered to some children who never received the first dose.

These proportions \((p(1st, SIA), p(2nd, SIA))\), each include the proportion of the population that receives all three doses. We assume the second dose is administered independently of SIAs, so that the proportion of the population that receives all three doses is:

\[ p(1st, 2nd, SIA) = \left( \frac{p(1st, 2nd)}{v_1} \right) \left( \frac{p(1st, SIA)}{v_1} \right) v_1 \]  

(3)

The proportion of the population that receives the first and second dose that also receives an SIA is simply the proportion of the population that receives the first dose that receives an SIA.
Therefore, the proportion of the population that receives the first and second dose but not an SIA is simply:

\[ p(1st, 2nd, \neg SIA) = p(1st, 2nd) - p(1st, 2nd, SIA) \] (4)

Here, \( \neg \) means “not”, so that “\( p(1st, 2nd, \neg SIA) \)” is the proportion that get the 1st and 2nd doses, but not SIAs. Similarly, the proportion of the population that receives the first dose and an SIA, but not the second dose is:

\[ p(1st, \neg 2nd, SIA) = p(1st, SIA) - p(1st, 2nd, SIA) \] (5)

The proportion of the population that receives the second dose and SIAs but not the first dose depends on coverage of all three doses. If first dose coverage exceeds or equals second dose coverage and SIA coverage, this proportion is simply:

\[
if (v_1 \geq v_2 \& v_1 \geq v_{SIA}): p(\neg 1st, 2nd, SIA) = (v_2 (1 - corr_2))(v_{SIA}(1 - corr_{SIA}))(1 - v_1)
\] (6a)

This is because the second dose and SIAs have low enough coverage that they are not administered to individuals who did not receive the first dose if the doses are administered dependently.

If first dose coverage exceeds or equals second dose coverage but is less than SIA coverage, the proportion of the population that receives the second dose and SIAs but not the first dose is:

\[
if (v_1 \geq v_2 \& v_1 < v_{SIA}): p(\neg 1st, 2nd, SIA) = (v_2 (1 - corr_2))(v_{SIA}(1 - corr_{SIA}))(1 - v_1) + (v_2 (1 - corr_2))(v_{SIA} - v_1)corr_{SIA}
\] (6b)

Even when SIAs are administered dependently to individuals who had the first dose, some individuals (a proportion \( v_{SIA} - v_1 \) of the population) who did not receive the first dose are caught by SIAs, as SIAs have larger coverage.
If first dose coverage is less than second dose coverage, but exceeds or equals SIA coverage, the proportion of the population that receives the second dose and SIAs but not the first dose is:

\[
if (v_1 < v_2 \& v_1 \geq v_{SIA}): p(\neg 1st, 2nd, SIA) = (v_2(1 - corr_2))(v_{SIA}(1 - corr_{SIA}))(1 - v_1) + (v_2 - v_1)corr_2(v_{SIA}(1 - corr_{SIA})) \tag{6c}
\]

If SIAs are administered dependently to individuals who had the first dose, no one who missed the first dose gets an SIA since first dose coverage exceeds SIA coverage, however, if the second dose is administered dependently to individuals who had the first dose, a proportion of the population \((v_2 - v_1)\) who missed the first dose eventually gets the second dose.

Finally, if both second dose coverage and SIA coverage exceed first dose coverage, the proportion of the population that gets the second dose and SIAs, but not the first dose, equals:

\[
if (v_1 < v_2 \& v_1 < v_{SIA}): p(\neg 1st, 2nd, SIA) = (v_2(1 - corr_2))(v_{SIA}(1 - corr_{SIA}))(1 - v_1) + (v_2 - v_1)corr_2(v_{SIA}(1 - corr_{SIA})) + (v_2(1 - corr_2))(v_{SIA} - v_{1st})corr_{SIA} + (v_2 - v_1)corr_2(v_{SIA} - v_1)corr_{SIA} \tag{6d}
\]

Even when administered dependently to individuals who had the first dose, both the second dose and SIAs reach some people who did not have the first dose due to their relative coverage. They otherwise overlap independently.

The proportion of the population that receives the first dose, but not the second or SIAs, is simply the proportion who receive the first dose (that is, first dose coverage), without the proportion that receive the first and second, but not SIAs, the proportion that receive the first and SIAs, but not the second, and the proportion that receive all three.

\[
p(1st, \neg 2nd, \neg SIA) = v_1 - p(1st, 2nd, \neg SIA) - p(1st, \neg 2nd, \neg SIA) - p(1st, 2nd, SIA) \tag{7}
\]
The proportion of the population who receives the second dose, but not the second or SIAs, is the proportion who receive the second dose (second dose coverage), without the proportion that receive the first and second, but not SIAs, the proportion that receives the second and SIAs, but not the first, and the proportion that receive all three.

\[ p(\neg 1st, 2nd, \neg SIA) = v_2 - p(1st, 2nd, \neg SIA) - p(\neg 1st, 2nd, SIA) - p(1st, 2nd, SIA) \]  

(8)

The proportion of the population who receives SIAs, but not the first or second doses, is the proportion who receive SIAs (SIA coverage), without the proportion that receive the first and SIAs, but not the second, the proportion that receive the second and SIAs, but not the first, and the proportion that receive all three. Notably, there may be overlap in SIAs, where some individuals receive multiple SIAs, but the later SIA campaign is administered dependently to individuals who received the first SIA.

\[ p(\neg 1st, \neg 2nd, SIA) = v_{SIA} - p(1st, \neg 2nd, SIA) - p(\neg 1st, 2nd, SIA) - p(1st, 2nd, SIA) \]  

(9)

The proportion of the population that is unvaccinated, is simply the proportion of the population that does not receive any combination of three doses.

\[ p(\neg 1st, \neg 2nd, \neg SIA) = 1 - p(1st, 2nd, SIA) - p(1st, 2nd, \neg SIA) - p(1st, \neg 2nd, SIA) - p(\neg 1st, 2nd, SIA) - p(1st, \neg 2nd, SIA) - p(\neg 1st, 2nd, \neg SIA) - p(\neg 1st, \neg 2nd, SIA) \]  

(10)

Here, \( v_1 \) is first dose coverage, \( v_2 \) is second dose coverage, \( v_{SIA} \) is SIA coverage, \( corr_2 \) is the correlation between populations receiving the first and second doses, and \( corr_{SIA} \) is the...
correlation between populations receiving the first dose and SIAs. We assume that SIAs are administered independently of the second routine dose.

Once individuals have been divided into vaccine classes, we sort each vaccine class into age classes. We use 77 age classes in our model; monthly up to age 5, then yearly up to age 20, then 20-50 and 50+. We assume a stable age structure, where 10% of children are under 5 (this is the “developed” age structure we consider in Chapter 5). We then divide each age-specified vaccine class into one of three immune classes; maternally immune, susceptible, and successfully immunized. We assume that maternal immunity wanes exponentially, with 10% of the population retaining maternal immunity at 9 months (this is the same function we used for the waning of maternal immunity in Chapter 5). For simplicity, we assume that the proportion of infants born with maternal immunity is simply the proportion of the population who will eventually receive at least one dose \(1 - p(\neg 1st, \neg 2nd, \neg 3rd)\), not the proportion of the population who will eventually receive at least one effective dose. That is, we ignore the rate of primary vaccine failure when determining the proportion of children born with maternal immunity, unlike the models in Chapters 2-5. We do this for simplicity and tractability, as three potential sources of vaccine-derived immunity mean that the proportion of children born with maternal immunity would be the solution to a cubic equation.

At specified age targets, a proportion of all non-maternally immune individuals in that age-specific vaccine class are immunized. Since age classes are divided by vaccine class, that proportion is simply the complement of some failure rate; here, we assume a constant 5% failure rate of the vaccine (Moss and Griffin 2006), to account for all methods of vaccine failure unrelated to maternal immunity. We then find the true proportion of that age-specific vaccine class immunized (out of all individuals, not just out of all susceptible individuals), and subtract.
that proportion from the susceptible proportion of all subsequent age classes in that vaccine class. For example, we assume that the first dose is administered at 9 months with 80% coverage. This means that 80% of the susceptible individuals in the 9 month age class of 4 vaccine classes are vaccinated; the populations receiving all three doses, first and second routine doses only, first dose and SIAs only, and first dose only. Since only 90% of those classes are susceptible due to maternal immunity, and we assume a 5% failure rate of the vaccine, this means that only 68% of those age-specific vaccine classes are immunized. Since older individuals in those vaccine classes will have received the first dose at 9 months, we assume 68% of all subsequent age-specific vaccine classes are also immunized.

Since SIAs happen periodically, an individual could receive an SIA at a number of different specific ages, depending on the timing of SIAs relative to when they are born; individuals may receive their first SIA the month they are born, or when they are 1 month old, or when they are 2 months old, etc, up to the month before the next SIA is administered (in this analysis, their 47th month). In order to account for all possible combinations of SIA timings, we repeat our analysis for each possible timing relative to birth (this is done a number of times equal to the SIA frequency in months; here, 4x12=48 times), with the age target at which SIAs are administered increasing each time, so that all possible timings of SIAs with respect to a specific birth cohort are captured; we then average across the results. This thus approximates an inherently dynamical process. As the time since the last SIA increases, the age of the youngest individual that was eligible for the last SIA also increases. Here, each of our analyses represents a possible time since the last SIA (in months), and we then find the average age distribution of susceptibility by taking the average over all possible times since the last SIA. SIAs may be administered multiple times to the same individual if SIAs occur twice during the time a child is
under the maximum SIA age (e.g. in our work, a child who receives her first SIA at 3 months old, will receive a second at 51 months old). In this work, we focused on SIAs administered every four years in children under five years of age, as these were the campaigns recommended in the Americas preceding widespread elimination (de Quadros et al. 1998). Our model could straightforwardly be extended to consider a wider range of SIA frequencies and age ranges; we have uploaded a version of our model where SIA coverage, timing and age range can also be manipulated at http://54.173.213.31:3838/firstSecondSIAShiny/.

Finally, we sum the susceptible proportion by age class for all vaccine classes, to find the age distribution of susceptibility. From that age distribution of susceptibility, we find the total proportion of the population that is immune for a specific combination of age targets, coverages, and correlations. We can find this both for all possible SIA age targets, and the average across all possible SIA age targets.

**Results**

When the second dose is administered dependently and SIAs are administered independently, SIAs outperform a routine second dose, even at identical coverage (Fig. 6.1). This is because the second dose is administered only to individuals who had the first dose, while SIAs are administered to individuals regardless of whether they have had the first dose, in concordance with our results from Chapter 4. As a result, SIAs immunize a relatively large proportion of the population that was missed by the first dose. In this situation, transitioning away from SIAs may come at a relatively large cost to population immunity.

However, a routine second dose can outperform SIAs in some situations (Figs. 6.2-6.4). When coverage of the second routine dose is especially high relative to the coverage of SIAs, the second dose achieves a much higher level of population immunity than SIAs (Figs. 6.2, 6.3).
When correlation is changed, either correlation between the populations receiving the first and second dose, or correlation between populations receiving the first dose and SIAs (Fig. 6.4), the level of coverage required for the second dose to outperform SIAs is dramatically decreased.

SIAs result in some variance in population immunity (Fig. 6.1). When SIAs are administered every 4 years, some children have to wait until they are four years old before receiving a second dose, whereas others are vaccinated by SIAs immediately after they receive their first routine dose. While the average immunity maintained is fairly high, the variation could provide opportunities for the disease to re-emerge unexpectedly. This variation is present whether SIAs are administered in conjunction with the second dose or not.

When SIAs are administered independently of whether an individual had the first dose and the second routine dose is administered dependently, the second routine dose needs to have very high coverage in order to outperform SIAs (Fig. 6.2). For the specific first dose and SIA coverage used in Figure 6.2, the second routine dose needs to have 17% higher coverage than SIAs in order to match them in performance. Furthermore, it needs to have 12% higher coverage than the routine first dose, which is rarely achieved in practice (WHO 2016 b-c). In this situation, transitioning away from SIAs will come at a relatively large cost to population immunity unless coverage of all doses is very close to 100%. When coverage of all doses is 100%, then correlation is irrelevant, as all individuals eventually receive all doses. However, as that is likely impossible to achieve in practice, the correlation between populations receiving doses of measles containing vaccine is especially important.

An inflection point occurs when second dose coverage matches first dose coverage (Fig. 6.2). Since the two routine doses are administered independently, when the second dose has lower coverage than the first dose, the second dose is administered only to people who already had the
first dose, so the improvement in population immunity is relatively small. However, when second dose coverage outpaces first dose coverage, then the second dose is administered to people who have not had any dose, and the improvement in population immunity is much more rapid. This is a theoretical result that illustrates the mechanics of the system; in reality, second dose coverage rarely outpaces first dose coverage (WHO 2016 b-c). This inflection point occurs whether or not the second routine dose is administered in conjunction with SIAs. This is akin to the inflection point that occurs when crossing the 1:1 line while increasing second dose coverage in Fig. 4.2 of Chapter 4.

The level of coverage required for the second dose to achieve levels of population immunity greater than the average achieved by SIAs is always greater than or equal to SIA coverage, and only equal when the coverage of both is 100% (Fig. 6.3). As SIA coverage increases, the coverage required for the routine second dose to outperform SIAs also increases. As coverage of the first dose increases, the required coverage of the second dose initially also decreases. This is because the second dose is administered to people who have already had the first dose, while SIAs are administered both to people who have had the first dose and people who have not. If most individuals are immunized by the first dose, the second dose is largely redundant compared to SIAs. However, once first dose coverage sufficiently exceeds SIA coverage, the coverage required for a routine second dose to outperform SIAs dramatically decreases. This is because the population who failed to seroconvert after vaccination by the first dose begins to exceed the population for whom an SIA would be the first dose. An inflection point occurs in the contour lines at that threshold value, with the level of SIA coverage at which the inflection point occurs increasing nonlinearly with the level first dose coverage.
The level of coverage required for the second dose to outperform SIAs is dependent on correlation, both the correlation between the second dose and the first dose and the correlation between SIAs and the first dose (Fig. 6.4). When SIAs are administered independently of whether the recipient has had the first dose, the correlation between the first and second dose must also be zero in order for the second dose to outperform SIAs without having higher coverage than SIAs. However, as the correlation between the populations receiving the first dose and SIAs increases, the threshold level of correlation between the populations receiving the first and second dose below which the second dose to outperform SIAs without having higher coverage increases correspondingly.

Population immunity is highly variable at a given coverage based on the correlation between the first dose and each method of administering a second dose (routine or SIA) (Fig. 6.5). When a routine second dose is administered in conjunction with the first dose, but not SIAs, then correlation between the two can change population immunity by 5-10% (Fig. 6.5a). When SIAs are administered in conjunction with the first dose, but not the second, then correlation between the two can also change population immunity by 5-10% (Fig. 6.5b). However, when both routine doses are administered in conjunction with SIAs, correlation, both between the two routine doses and between the first dose and SIAs, can change population immunity by more than 15% (Fig. 6.5c). If either SIAs or the second dose are administered dependently, the correlation between the other and the first dose can change population immunity by 10-15% (Fig. 6.5c). However, population immunity is on average higher when all three strategies are implemented, especially when either correlation is low.
Discussion

As countries transition to a routine second dose of measles containing vaccine in place of supplemental immunization activities (SIAs), they should take into account not just the coverage of the first dose, second dose and SIAs, but the correlations between the populations receiving these doses. The second dose strategy outperforms SIAs in many situations, especially when the correlation between populations receiving the first dose and populations receiving SIAs is high.

SIAs are typically thought to outperform routine immunization in places where healthcare access is poor as they can reach typically underserved populations (WHO 2013). In determining whether this is true, it is important to discover the true correlation between populations vaccinated with the first dose and populations vaccinated during SIAs. This correlation could likely be determined by using a combination of health surveys and administrative data in addition to current SIA evaluation methods (WHO Regional Office for Africa 2006), in a similar approach to that used to determine true vaccine coverage (Lessler et al. 2011).

Supplemental immunization activities are a crucial strategy for achieving and maintaining elimination (WHO 2012, WHO 2013). Reported coverage of these campaigns is typically quite high (WHO 2015), although the true coverage may be lower than expected (Lessler et al. 2011). However, the impact of SIAs does not just depend on coverage, but also on the correlation between the populations vaccinated by the first routine dose and during an SIA. If SIAs truly reach people who are not reached by the routine health system (Vijayaraghavan 2002), this correlation may be very low. However, it is likely true that individuals with good healthcare access are also highly accessible during SIAs (Metcalf et al. 2015), meaning that SIAs may only reach people underserved by the routine health system when coverage exceeds routine
immunization coverage. If this is the case, the correlation between SIAs and the first routine dose is likely high.

Routine immunizations are another common strategy for maintaining measles elimination. Together, two routine doses can maintain high levels of immunity in a population where disease is absent (Chapter 3). The level of immunity they maintain depends on the correlation between the two doses (Chapter 4). We may expect this correlation to be high when coverage is high, as the only people left unvaccinated are individuals who cannot or will not vaccinate. However, we might also expect this correlation to be high when coverage is low, as access to the health system may be similarly low, so the only people who vaccinate are the people who have good healthcare access. Regardless, this correlation likely varies place to place, and we reiterate that it is important to understand the true level of correlation. It can likely be measured as described above, and, if measured, should be reported to better inform measles management. Regardless of the method used to administer the second dose (routine immunization or SIAs), population immunity can be improved by deliberately targeting the second dose to people who missed the first dose to decrease correlation (as in Chapter 4) (Minetti et al. 2013).

As countries transition from endemic measles to elimination, they will likely use combinations of all three vaccine strategies (WHO 2012, WHO 2013). Our model illustrates that, in order for the second routine dose to outperform supplemental immunization activities, it requires coverage of the second routine dose to exceed SIA coverage, unless correlation between the populations receiving the first and second dose is lower than correlation between the populations receiving the first dose and SIAs. In many countries, routine second dose coverage is much lower than first dose coverage, and lower than reported SIA coverage (WHO 2016b-c, WHO 2015). In these countries, the routine health system needs to be strengthened dramatically before SIAs can
be phased out in favor of the routine second dose, which is consistent with current recommendations (WHO 2013). In the interim, more vaccination is always better, so, while it may be expensive, adding a routine second dose in addition to a routine first dose and SIAs is always beneficial, even if first dose coverage and SIA coverage are unchanged. However, just how beneficial adding an additional dose is depends on correlation; not knowing correlation makes the effectiveness of a specific combination of vaccine strategies uncertain (Fig. 6.5, Chapter 4).

Even in cases where routine immunization outperforms SIAs, it may be beneficial to conduct the occasional SIA. In places where measles has re-emerged, such as Brazil and Malawi, the age distribution of the resulting outbreak has been indicative of a slow accumulation of older susceptibles, as individuals make it to adolescence and even adulthood without being exposed to an effective dose of measles containing vaccine. An SIA targeting older individuals can reduce this susceptible population before it is large enough to sustain endemic transmission. Additionally, outbreak response SIAs can be conducted when a case is observed to deplete the susceptible population and prevent an outbreak from being too large or lasting too long.

In this work, we omit explicit consideration of vaccine schedules, other than the presence or absence of a routine second dose. As the age distribution of susceptibles is important for transmission, so are age targets for immunization (Chapter 3) and age structure (McKee et al. 2015, Chapter 3). For example, if the first dose has low coverage, the optimal age target for the second dose is earlier in life, so that it can catch children who missed the first dose and reduce the susceptible population between doses (Chapter 3). In this situation, the routine second dose may have an advantage over SIAs. If SIAs are administered instead of a routine second dose, some children would not get a second dose through an SIA until relatively late in life, depending
on SIA frequency. Adjusting the age targets and frequency of SIAs would also certainly change
the relative benefit of performing one over the other. We have uploaded a version of our model
where age targets and frequency are also manipulable at
http://54.173.213.31:3838/firstSecondSIAShiny/. In considering whether to transition from SIAs
to a routine second dose for specific contexts, a simple change in SIA frequency or age target
should also be considered.

In this work, we only consider the population immunity maintained by a specified combination
of vaccine strategies in a disease-free state. When the disease is present, the age distribution of
susceptibles in the population is especially important, as the bulk of transmission happens in very
young children (Ferrari 2010), who are most likely to die due to infection (Wolfson 2009).
Furthermore, even if the average level of population immunity maintained by SIAs in addition to
the first dose is equal to, or greater than, the level of population immunity maintained by two
routine doses, the fluctuations in population immunity arising from SIA schedules may create
opportunities for the disease to reinvade. Certainly, countries contemplating phasing out SIAs
and transitioning to a routine second dose only should consider disease dynamics and the
potential for re-invasion, as well as coverage and correlation.
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Figure 6.1 The proportion of the population that is immune for four combinations of vaccine strategies; one routine dose ("first") only, one routine dose and SIAs ("first SIAs"), two routine doses and SIAs ("first second SIAs"), and two routine doses ("first second"). Here, we assume that the first dose is administered at 9 months with 80% coverage, the second dose is administered at 18 months with 75% coverage, and SIAs are conducted every four years for children up to 5 with 75% coverage. We here assume that SIAs are administered independently of whether an individual had the first dose, while the second dose is administered only to children who had the first dose. The total height of the bar represents the average population immunity, with the colored blocks representing the vaccine classes that contribute to population immunity. Not all vaccine classes are visible here, as only those that make a contribution to
population immunity for these specific combinations of coverage and correlations are shown.

The upper line of each bar is the average population immunity maintained by that combination of strategies, while the dots represent specific levels of population immunity arising from when a specific birth cohort falls relative to the timing of SIAs.
Figure 6.2 The population immunity achieved by four combinations of strategies (single dose, two routine doses, one routine dose and SIAs, and two routine doses and SIAs), for a range of second dose coverages. The level of second dose coverage where a second routine dose surpasses SIAs in population immunity achieved is emphasized with a vertical grey line. We assume here that the first dose is administered at 9 months with 80% coverage, the second dose is administered at 18 months, and SIAs are administered every four years to children under 5 with 75% coverage. The second dose is administered only to children who had the first dose, except when second dose coverage exceeds first dose coverage, in which case the first dose is administered only to children who will eventually get the second dose. SIAs are administered independently of whether an individual had the first dose.
Figure 6.3 The level of second dose coverage required for a second routine dose to outperform SIAs with respect to population immunity. We here assume that the first dose is administered at 9 months, the second dose at 18 months, and SIAs every 4 years in children under 5. We also assume that the routine second dose is administered dependently to children who received the first dose, while supplemental immunization activities are conducted independently of whether an individual has received a first dose. The inflection points in the contours occur where the population that was vaccinated by the first dose but did not seroconvert exceeds the population that would be vaccinated for the first time by an SIA; that is, the threshold where immunizing the
population who did not seroconvert due to the first dose outweighs the importance of catching individuals who missed the first dose.
Figure 6.4 The level of second dose coverage required for a second routine dose to outperform SIAs with respect to population immunity for a range of correlations between the first dose and either a second dose or SIAs. We assume that the first dose is administered at 9 months with 80% coverage, the second dose is administered at 18 months, and SIAs are administered in children up to 5 every 4 years with 75% coverage. The lower right corner of this picture is the point at (0.8, 0.75) in Fig. 3.
Figure 6.5 Population immunity maintained by various combinations of vaccine strategies for a range of correlations. We assume here that the first dose target is 9 months, first dose coverage is 80%, the second dose target is 18 months, second dose coverage is 75%, and SIAs are conducted every four years in children up to five years of age with 75% coverage. a) The population immunity maintained by a two dose routine immunization strategy. As correlation between the first and second dose increases, the level of population immunity maintained decreases. As SIAs are not administered, the correlation between SIAs and the first routine dose does not affect population immunity. b) The population immunity maintained by a single routine dose and SIAs. As correlation between the routine dose and SIAs increases, population immunity decreases. As a second routine dose is not administered, the correlation between the first and second dose does not have an effect on population immunity. c) The population immunity maintained by two routine doses and SIAs. As correlation between either the second dose or SIAs increases, population immunity decreases. At
each combination of correlations, the average population immunity maintained is higher when two routine doses and SIAs are administered.
Chapter 7

Synthesis

Measles, an acute childhood infection caused by a morbillivirus (Katz 1995), is an important contributor to global childhood mortality (Simons et al. 2012). Intensive control efforts to reduce the burden of measles have spanned decades (Henao-Restrepo et al. 2005), ever since the development of a stable vaccine in the 1960s (Katz 2009). More recently, measles has been managed under the 4th UN Millennium Development Goal to reduce child mortality (WHO 2011). Not only is it important to control measles because of the direct contribution measles makes to global child mortality (Simons et al. 2012), but measles control has also been used as a general indicator of a health system’s performance under this goal (WHO 2011).

When measles is endemic, it may demonstrate cyclic behavior in the population, where the number of cases at a given time depends on the phase of the infection process (Grenfell, Bjørnstad, and Kappey 2001). This cyclic behavior depends on seasonality within the population (Ferrari et al. 2008). For example, measles had very well described cycles in the pre-vaccine era in England and Wales (Finkenstadt and Grenfell 2000), as children had very low transmission during school holidays and then relatively high transmission at the start of the school term (Bolker and Grenfell 1993). When vaccination coverage is high and the disease is near elimination, these cycles fade to more stochastic or chaotic outbreaks, where the disease may be absent entirely for short periods, before a large outbreak is sparked by a reintroduction event (Earn et al. 2000). Post-elimination, the disease is almost entirely absent; reintroduction outbreaks may still occur, but typically are much shorter with much lower incidence (Gay 2004).
Specific measles case fatality rates vary country to country, and depend largely on individual-specific parameters, such as nutrition (Wolfson et al. 2009). It can be difficult to know true measles case fatality rates, as the definition of “case”, and “measles-induced fatality” vary from place to place (Wolfson et al. 2009). Lab confirmation of measles infection is rarely done (Wolfson et al. 2009), and when it is assessed, it has a high false positive rate in places where measles is rare (Hersh et al. 2000, Hutchins et al. 2004). Measles is a severe immunosuppressive agent, so mortality following measles infection could also be the result of secondary infection by a different pathogen (Fugier-Vivier et al. 1997, Mina et al. 2015). However, regardless of the context and definitions under which measles case fatality ratios are examined, they are lowest in vaccinated children and highest in unvaccinated children under five years of age (Wolfson et al. 2009).

It is therefore important that we achieve and maintain high vaccination coverage in order to avert the bulk of measles cases and measles mortality (Hall and Jolley 2011). The measles vaccine produces acute immunity, but is ineffective if administered to an infant who still retains his/her maternal antibodies (Yeager et al. 1977), and redundant if administered to a child who has already been infected. There is therefore an optimal time to vaccinate children; after the age at which their maternal antibodies have sufficiently waned, and before they are particularly likely to be infected (Fig. 7.1) (McLean and Anderson 1988a). If vaccines are administered too early in life, most children will still have their maternal antibodies, and the vaccine will not be particularly effective. If the vaccine is administered too late in life, most children will have already been infected with measles. This optimal age of vaccination depends on the rate at which measles is circulating the population (McLean and Anderson 1988a). When measles is circulating at high levels within the population, most children are infected at very young ages,
and so, in order to be protective, vaccine must be administered at relatively young ages (Fig. 7.1). In comparison, when measles is circulating at low levels in the population, individuals live for a relatively long time on average before they become infected with measles, and the vaccine can be administered relatively late in life and still be protective (Fig. 7.1). Following local elimination of measles, natural infection ceases to be a source of immunity; however, vaccination is still necessary at this point, as the disease may be reintroduced (de Quadros et al. 1998), and therefore, the probability of infection with the disease is still non-zero. It can be tempting to consider vaccinating at a relatively old age at this point, as each individual is more likely to seroconvert if vaccinations are administered later in life (Gans et al. 2001), but children susceptible before the age of first vaccination will contribute to the susceptible population and therefore reduce population immunity (Chapter 2). Vaccination confers some indirect benefit to the population when a sufficient proportion has been vaccinated. That benefit, commonly referred to as herd immunity, prevents the disease from circulating endemically. A sufficient proportion of the population must be immune so that a single infectious person is unlikely to have disease-transmissible contact with a susceptible person before recovering from infection. This proportion, commonly referred to as the critical immunity threshold, is $1 - 1/R_0$ for a directly transmissible disease (McLean and Anderson 1988b). Measles is one of the most infectious diseases on the planet, with an $R_0$ between 14 and 18, so this proportion is between 90 and 95% in most populations (Anderson and May 1982), which is incredibly difficult to maintain using a single dose vaccine policy. Some work has been done on how using a target age window instead of a target age could increase coverage; expanding this window to younger children could provide additional protection to some of the most vulnerable individuals (Metcalf et al. 2011).
In my dissertation I contribute to measles vaccine policy research by explicitly considering vaccination policies in the context of disease elimination; that is, in the setting where natural infection does not contribute to population immunity and the primary objectives of a vaccination program are to provide individual protection and minimize the potential for infection to re-invade. All code used in this dissertation has been uploaded at Penn State’s institutional repository, ScholarSphere: https://scholarsphere.psu.edu/collections/sn009x90d. The specific age target that maximizes population immunity (that is, the proportion of the population that is immune to measles), and thus minimizes the probability of measles re-invasion, in the absence of disease is still relatively early in life (13-19 months, depending on age structure), although it still falls after most children have lost their maternal immunity (Fig. 7.2, McKee et al. 2015). The upper bound is imposed by the age structure of the population; if too many children fall below the age at the first vaccination, a significant proportion of the population will be susceptible. This restriction is especially true when the population has a large proportion of children under five years of age. As the proportion of children under five goes up, the optimal age target to maximize population immunity goes down, as does the maximum level of population immunity maintainable (Fig. 7.2, Chapter 2). This tradeoff between age-specific vaccine efficacy and age structure can mean that population immunity is impossible to maintain above the critical immunity threshold for measles with a single dose vaccine policy. Where it is possible to maintain, vaccinations must be administered with very high coverage at an age target determined by the specific rate at which maternal immunity wanes in the population and the age structure (Chapter 2).

Because of the difficulty in maintaining high levels of population immunity with a single dose that is not 100% effective, the World Health Organization recommends a second dose of measles
containing vaccine be administered to children in all countries (WHO 2013). This second dose provides a second opportunity for children to become immune (Wolfson et al. 2005). In places where measles is endemic, this dose protects children who were not protected by the first dose, further decreasing incidence and mortality (Wolfson et al. 2005). In places where the disease is eliminated, the second dose bolsters population immunity by immunizing children who were not immunized by the first dose (Orenstein et al. 2000).

The second dose may be administered in one of two ways. It may be administered through routine immunization, where children visit a healthcare provider at a specified target age and receive a dose of measles containing vaccine (WHO 2013). Alternatively, it may be administered through supplemental immunization activities (SIAs), which are campaigns where all children within a specified target age range are vaccinated within a relatively short time (WHO 2013). Both strategies can provide a second dose to an individual, but the population level benefits vary.

Much work has been done on the benefits and timing of SIAs in the context of endemic disease (Bauch, Szusz and Garrison 2009, Bishai et al. 2011, Khetsuriani 2011). SIAs cause periodic fluctuations in population immunity that can provide windows of opportunity for outbreaks to occur. SIAs should be conducted frequently enough that these windows are not too wide, and that population immunity never falls so low that an especially large outbreak may occur. How frequently this is depends on the rate of accumulation of susceptible individuals within the population, which depends in turn on the birth rate and routine vaccination coverage in the population (Bauch, Szusz and Garrison 2009).

SIAs may also be conducted in response to outbreaks (Luquero et al. 2011). Outbreak response vaccination may deplete the susceptible population faster than infection alone, driving the
outbreak to extinction faster, and greatly reducing the number of cases (Goodson et al. 2011). Models support the use of these campaigns, especially if intervention occurs early enough in the outbreak (Grais et al. 2008). These campaigns have been used in the past, with varying levels of effectiveness (Cairns et al. 2011).

Guidelines set by the WHO suggest introducing a second routine dose when first dose coverage reaches 80%, which is well below levels sufficient to achieve the herd immunity threshold (Christie and Gay 2011, WHO 2013). These guidelines further recommend that the second dose be administered either at 16-18 months, as this coincides with other vaccines in the vaccine schedule, or at school entry, whichever local health officials feel would maximize coverage (WHO 2013). These guidelines, while very specific, do not mention any consideration of the effectiveness of these policies beyond high coverage. As some recent outbreaks have shown (Sugerman et al. 2008), high coverage is not necessarily sufficient to achieve or maintain elimination - population immunity must also be considered.

Population immunity depends on the proportion of the population receiving at least one dose as well as the efficacy of each dose. As multiple doses of measles containing vaccine are administered, this depends both on the coverage of each dose and on the overlap in populations receiving each dose. In settings where healthcare access is high, the only people who do not receive either dose may be people who cannot or will not vaccinate. In this case, the overlap in populations receiving each dose is likely high, as people who do not receive one dose will not receive the other dose – thus the likelihood of receiving the second dose is highly correlated with receiving the first. Increasing population coverage in these cases may be especially difficult, as people are left unvaccinated for reasons other than vaccine availability. In settings where healthcare access is more sporadic, individuals may miss a dose by being unable to access
healthcare at the appropriate age. In this case, the populations receiving each dose may be independent, or uncorrelated, as individuals receive each dose if they can access it. In settings where healthcare access is especially heterogeneous, individuals who receive one dose may be the individuals with the best access to healthcare, in which case they will also be the individuals who receive a second dose, and the doses will also be highly correlated. As long as coverage is less than 100%, administering doses independently results in the largest proportion of individuals receiving at least one dose, and therefore the largest proportion of the population that is immune to measles.

When disease is not present, no one is infected. While this means that no one suffers severe consequences from infection, it also means that no one is immunized by infection. Maintaining high levels of population immunity in the absence of disease, while essential to maintain elimination, is especially challenging. Specifically, population immunity steadily declines following elimination, as individuals who were immune from natural infection begin to age out of the population, and no new individuals are infected to make up the different in population immunity. The period of high population immunity immediately following elimination has been described as the honeymoon period (McLean 1988b). This means that high vaccine coverage is especially important, as is carefully choosing vaccine policies and schedules to maximize the population immunity resulting from vaccination programs.

In places where a two dose routine immunization policy is used to maintain measles elimination, age targets should be chosen conditional on the coverage of each dose, as well as age structure, maternal immunity, and various programmatic and sociological constraints (Chapter 3). Current policy recommends the first dose be administered at 9 or 12 months, and the second dose sometime later in life, often before school entry. I find that population immunity can be
improved by administering both doses earlier in life – if coverage is high, even administering the first dose as early as six months. While this results in a lower vaccine efficacy, it improves the effectiveness of the program. The reduced efficacy of the first dose does not have a large impact on population immunity, as children are given a second chance to seroconvert. The maximum level of population immunity maintainable depends on the age structure of the population and maternal immunity, but the qualitative results do not change with maternal immunity – when coverage is low, the first and second dose should be administered relatively close together, and population immunity is almost always improved by administering the second dose to younger individuals.

Of course, changing age targets may have an effect on coverage, and potentially an effect on the correlation of vaccination opportunities. If the second dose was no longer administered right before school entry, or in conjunction with another routine doctor visit, more children may miss the second dose. If a child could not or would not vaccinate at a specific age, and both doses are administered around that age, that child would miss both doses, resulting in an increase in correlation. High correlation means that relatively fewer children receive at least one dose, so population immunity is relatively low (Chapter 4). While administering the second dose earlier would protect children earlier in life, it may not result in a higher population immunity if it comes at a significant tradeoff in coverage or correlation. The severity of the tradeoff between coverage and correlation that eliminates the benefit of changing age targets could be determined through careful population modelling.

In order to maintain elimination, it is especially important to minimize the chance that a prolonged reintroduction will occur. With this objective in mind, it is important to choose vaccine age targets to maximize population immunity. However, conditional on an outbreak
occurring, it is also important to minimize incidence and mortality. However, the policies that minimize incidence may not be the same as those that minimize mortality. Population modelling to determine vaccine policy should also take into account a carefully specified objective. When the disease is absent, both incidence and mortality are zero. However, the specific age distribution of a reintroduction outbreak is important. As children under five years of age are most likely to die due to infection (Wolfson et al. 2009), protecting children early in life may be especially important if the primary objective is to minimize mortality. This may hold as well if the bulk of transmission also happens in children under five, reinforcing the need to administer both doses earlier in life than current policy (Chapter 5). The exact level of transmission that happens in children under five depends on population-specific mixing patterns, which can be determined through careful study and modelling work. This further reinforces the need for precise population modelling in vaccine policy.

The correlation between doses does not just affect population immunity and the rate of primary vaccine failure (Chapter 4), but also the relative benefit of performing a second routine dose and SIAs (Chapter 6). One benefit of SIAs is commonly considered to be that they are performed independently of routine immunization activities, and likely reach populations that are not reached by routine immunization activities (WHO 2013). If this is true, then the coverage of a second routine dose must be much higher than SIA coverage in order for a second routine dose to outperform SIAs. However, if there is some correlation between SIAs and the first routine dose, then the relative coverage at which the second routine dose outperforms SIAs is much lower. Notably, the uncertainty in population immunity when coverage is constant, but correlation is uncertain, is highest when SIAs are administered in conjunction with two routine doses (Chapter 6). While increasing coverage can reduce the uncertainty in population immunity
due to uncertain correlation (Chapter 4), administering more doses does not (Chapter 6). As correlation has a large impact on population immunity (Chapter 4, 6), it is important that we report it where known and use it to inform management.

For any policy, the effectiveness of a vaccine strategy depends on maternal immunity and age structure (McKee et al 2015; Chapter 2). These effects may be mitigated or enhanced by the health system. In my work, I consider three manipulable aspects of the health system; coverage, age targets, and correlation. Currently, age targets for routine immunization are chosen by policy makers, taking coverage into account (WHO 2013), but not correlation. Coverage and correlation may be relatively difficult to measure and control, but their impact on population immunity is large. Coverage has a direct effect on population immunity, and higher coverage is always better. However, I show that which dose has a stronger effect on population immunity depends on correlation. Correlation alone may have a stronger effect on population immunity achieved by measles vaccination than either age structure or coverage improvements (Chapter 4). Currently, coverage of measles containing vaccine is reported to the World Health Organization based on administrative numbers, although demographic health survey data indicates that these reports are not always reliable (Lessler et al. 2011). Correlation between the populations receiving each dose is not yet reported, although it could likely be determined through a combination of administrative reports, especially in places with reliable census information, and survey data (Lessler et al. 2011). As correlation can have such a large impact on population immunity, it is important to report this number where possible, and use it when making management recommendations.

Much of the work in my thesis uses a steady-state approach to model the distribution of immunity in the post-elimination scenario. This methodology provides a simple framework to
rethink management in the absence of disease. I show how the optimal policy depends on
demography, maternal immunity, coverage, correlation between doses, and the stated objective.
While I consider some interactions between these factors throughout my thesis, there are
additional complexities that I do not yet consider; there are many opportunities to expand this
work, and to look for theoretically motivated and empirically-determined thresholds where
management strategies should shift.

Strategies that successfully achieve elimination may not be optimal to maintain elimination. In
many of my chapters, I find that vaccination at younger target ages than are currently chosen
may be beneficial in spite of maternal immunity. Vaccine policy should be reconsidered
following elimination, as high levels of immunity are crucial in order to prevent disease
reinvasion. The focus of a new policy should be on program effectiveness, not simply the
efficacy of each dose. While I suggest factors to include in this reanalysis, a more complete
reanalysis would also include realistic operational constraints, including vaccine efficacy and
consideration of the complete vaccine schedule (i.e., not just age targets at which measles
containing vaccine is administered). However, as many of my results depend on the health
system and are not specific to measles biology, these factors could apply to a range of diseases
that are managed through a multi-dose vaccine policy. Any multi-dose vaccine policy’s
effectiveness likely depends on some combination of these and other factors, and so each policy
should be chosen after careful examination, including population modelling that accounts for
these factors.
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Figure 7.1 The cumulative probability of immunity by age. The blue line represents maternal immunity, which here wanes exponentially such that there is a 5% probability of retaining maternal immunity at 9 months. Each red line represents the sum of the maternal immunity distribution with the cumulative probability of having been infected by that age for a range of probabilities of infection at a given age (we do not consider an age-specific force of infection for the purposes of this illustration). The stars represent the optimal age at vaccination for the probability of infection of the correspondingly colored line, as in McLean and Anderson 1988a.
Figure 7.2 The population immunity maintained within the population by vaccination with 100% at a range of age targets. Lighter colors of blue correspond to a lower proportion of infants within the population – for the darkest line, 20% of the population is made up by children under five, for the intermediate line, 10% of the population is made up by children under five, and for the lightest line, 4% of the population is made up by children under five. The optimal ages of vaccination for each age structure are shown by stars of the corresponding color.
Appendix A

Figure A1: The two age structures explored in Chapter 2. In black is an idealized developed age structure, and speckled is the idealized developing age structure. Between the two is a sample age structure representing one of the range considered in Figure 7. The symbol $\alpha$ represents the relative weight of the developed age structure when we consider a weighted average of the two base age structures.

In our model, we explore two base age structures – a convex one, representing an idealized developed population (represented by the black curve in Figure A1), as in the United States, and a concave one, representing an idealized developing population (represented by the speckled curve in Figure A1), as in Sub-Saharan Africa. We also explore a range of age structures, which
are linear composites of these two base age structures, where $\alpha$ represents the proportional weight of the developed age structure.
Figure A2: Maternal immunity functions used in Chapter 2. The grey represents the probability of remaining maternally immune if you were born maternally immune and maternal immunity wanes exponentially on average at 3 months. Similarly, the black represents the probability of remaining maternally immune if you were born maternally immune and maternal immunity wanes exponentially on average at 6 months.

We consider two basic functions for maternal immunity within the population – an exponential distribution with a mean at three months and an exponential distribution with at six months. These functions give the proportion of the population that remains maternally immune at the specified age.
Figure A3: Age distribution of susceptibility for a developing age structure with 3 month maternal immunity when vaccinating at 12 months over a range of vaccine coverages. The left vertical line is where the 90% threshold is satisfied for overall population immunity (but only when vaccine coverage exceeds this level), the right is where the 95% threshold is satisfied for the population; this latter only occurs for vaccine coverage of 99% or above, however. All positive values of vaccine coverage exceed the level of resulting population immunity. However, the immunity gap between coverage and population immunity does not vary linearly with coverage; the bottom axis indicates vaccine coverage, while the top axis indicates population immunity (Fig. A3).

Given a specific vaccine plan, the age distribution of susceptible individuals changes with coverage (Fig. A3). Notably, as coverage increases, the proportion of the remaining susceptibles who are very young – many below the age at first vaccination – increases. This does not mean
the absolute number of infant susceptibles increases, rather that they are a larger proportion of
the overall susceptible population – the absolute number actually decreases. Since the case
fatality rate of measles infection is inversely related to age, this would mean that the case fatality
for any outbreaks that occur as coverage increases should increase, as cases would be
disproportionately in the pre-vaccine age class.
Figure A4: Four possible immunity gaps between coverage and population immunity, when vaccinating at 12 months. The most severe immunity gap is with long maternal immunity and developing age structure; the least severe immunity gap is with short maternal immunity and developed age structure. Notably, with low coverage, age structure matters more than maternal immunity – it is only above around 30% coverage that the immunity gap in a developed age structure with long maternal immunity exceeds that in a developing age structure with short maternal immunity.

The immunity gap between coverage and achieved immunity when vaccinating at 12 months increases with coverage for all four combinations of base age structure and maternal immunity duration (Fig. A4).
structure is always smaller than when vaccinating a population with a developing age structure (although the general functional form of the relationship is the same), due to the relatively small proportion of the population eligible for vaccination in a developed age structure. When maternal immunity wanes, on average, at 6 months, the immunity gap increases rapidly with coverage with both a developing and developed age structure, as high coverage means more infants are born with maternal immunity, which means proportionally fewer doses of the vaccine will be effective. However, if maternal immunity wanes, on average, at 3 months, then the immunity gap is simply due to the proportion of the population that is below the target age of vaccination, which remains relatively constant as coverage increases.
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**Figure B1:** Optimal age targets for first and second dose under different assumptions about the waning of maternal immunity. The middle panel is Figure 3.2. The endpoints of the blue line represent the current age targets for the first and second dose. The endpoints of the red line represent the optimal age targets for 100% coverage, with the red diamond representing the optimal single dose strategy. The endpoints of the orange line represent the optimal age targets for 90% coverage, with the orange diamond representing the optimal single dose strategy. Finally, the endpoints of the yellow line represent the optimal age targets for 80% coverage, with the yellow diamond representing the optimal single dose strategy. The middle graph is made assuming maternal immunity wanes exponentially with a mean at 3 months. As in the paper, the countries are arranged in descending order of the ratio of children under 5.

The top and bottom panels are that figure redrawn for a different maternal immunity waning rate. On the bottom, maternal immunity wanes at 120% of the rate we use in the paper, so individuals are susceptible at younger ages and the optimal age targets are younger. On the top, maternal immunity wanes at 80% of the rate in the paper, so individuals do not lose maternal immunity until they are older, and the optimal age targets are therefore older. When maternal immunity wanes more slowly, the window between the optimal first and second ages of vaccination is wider. In all cases, the effect of coverage is the same — a lower coverage means a shorter window between doses, and the optimal single dose strategy falls between the optimal strategy for the first and second dose. In all cases where the second dose is recommended at 2+ years, it is still beneficial to reduce the age target of the second dose.
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**Figure B2:** Optimal age targets for first and second dose under different assumptions about the waning of maternal immunity. All panels are similar to Figure 3.2, but with a different function for maternal immunity. The endpoints of the blue line represent the current age targets for the first and second dose. The endpoints of the red line represent the optimal age targets for 100% coverage, with the red diamond representing the optimal single dose strategy. The endpoints of the orange line represent the optimal age targets for 90% coverage, with the orange diamond representing the optimal single dose strategy. Finally, the endpoints of the yellow line represent the optimal age targets for 80% coverage, with the yellow diamond representing the optimal single dose strategy. As in the paper, the countries are arranged in descending order of the ratio of children under 5.

In these panels, maternal immunity still wanes exponentially, but with a waning rate that results in 15%, 10%, or 5% (respectively) of children still immune at 9 months. When the maternal immunity wanes faster, as on the bottom, the vaccine is more effective at 9 months and the age targets of vaccination are earlier in life than when maternal immunity wanes more slowly, as on the top. In all cases, the effect of coverage is the same – lower coverage means a shorter window between the first and second dose, and the single dose optimum falls between the two. In all countries that recommend the second dose at 3+ years, it is beneficial to reduce the age target of the second dose, regardless of the specific maternal immunity function.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Country</th>
<th>current policy</th>
<th>80% coverage optima</th>
<th>90% coverage optima</th>
<th>100% coverage optima</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>first</td>
<td>second</td>
<td>first</td>
<td>second</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bolivia (Plurinational State of)</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Belize</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paraguay</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ecuador</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peru</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Venezuela (Bolivarian Republic of)</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Panama</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mexico</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>72</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Suriname</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Guyana</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Argentina</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>72</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>El Salvador</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Colombia</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Costa Rica</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>84</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table B1: Optimal age targets for the first and second dose assuming maternal immunity wanes exponentially with a mean at 3 months. This table contains the data plotted in Figure 3.2, with cells colored to correspond to the line containing the data in the cells. The blue cells represent current policy, or the endpoints of the blue line in Figure 3.2. The yellow cells represent the model optima for 80% coverage, or the endpoints of the yellow line in Figure 3.2 and the yellow diamond. The orange cells represent the model optima for 90% coverage, or the endpoints of the orange line in Figure 3.2 and the orange diamond. The red cells represent the model optima for 100% coverage, or the endpoints of the red line in Figure 3.2 and the red diamond. As in Figure 3.2, the countries are arranged in descending order of the ratio of children under 5. All optima assume that maternal immunity wanes exponentially with mean at 3 months. These age targets should not be taken as operational suggestions, as the selection of age targets is sensitive to maternal immunity, as illustrated in Figures B1 and B2.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Country</th>
<th>12</th>
<th>15</th>
<th>10</th>
<th>17</th>
<th>13</th>
<th>9</th>
<th>18</th>
<th>13</th>
<th>7</th>
<th>20</th>
<th>14</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Brazil</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Uruguay</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chile</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>72</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>United States of America (the)</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Canada</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table B2: The real measles-containing vaccine coverages for 2005-2014 as reported to the WHO. Coverages falling between 80 and 100% are coloured yellow to green, with greener squares being higher coverage squares. Coverages falling below 80% are highlighted in red. The average coverage over the 10 year period is also shown, with average coverages above 90% in blue, average coverages between 80 and 90% in yellow and average coverages below 80% in orange. Countries are arranged in descending order of the ratio of children under 5.
Table B3: Population immunity maintained by optimal and real age targets assuming real coverage. In places where MCV2 coverage is not available, we assume both doses have the same coverage. Assuming that coverage in each country is the same as the average coverage for these countries (shown in the second column from the left) and that maternal immunity wanes exponentially with a mean...
at 3 months, we find the population immunity maintained by the optimal age targets calculated in the paper, as well as the real age targets. Countries are arranged in descending order of the ratio of children under 5. In the third column from the left, we use the real age targets. In third column from the right, we use the optimal age targets for each country assuming 80% coverage, shown as the endpoints of the yellow line corresponding to each country in Figure 3.2. In the second column from the right, we use the optimal age targets for each country assuming 90% coverage, shown as the endpoints of the orange line corresponding to each country in Figure 3.2. Finally, in the rightmost column we use the optimal age targets for each country assuming 100% coverage, shown by the endpoints of the red line corresponding to each country in Figure 3.2. Each cell in the right four columns is coloured according to the population immunity maintained, with white cells having a relatively low population immunity and darker green cells having a higher level of population immunity. For all countries, at least one of the model optima improved population immunity over the real age targets. Adjusting age targets with the current coverage levels can improve population immunity in all countries to above 95%.
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